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I. nfTRnriKTIOH
The b&rns that were built in the early deys^ even In the
colder regions In the norths were In eff*^t merely shelters
to protect the cattle froB the cold winds end stor«s« The
t«8peratnre within the structure was usually very little
wamer than that of the wide open spaces. The need or
desire for inereased production^ Inprowed sanitary conditions
with mrmtar and nore coofortable working conditions eaosed a
trend to eovplete hooaing or atabling of dairy cattle* Tho
operator in his atteapt to wars up the stable iitproved his
building construction by making the structure as air tiir^
as possible. This It was felt would decrease the inflltratloa
of cold air and elljilnate drafts * which of course it did.
Howevfir^ as the building becane nore air tight, and sub
sequently warmer, the air In the building becave nore humid,
stagm^nt and very odoriferous. During the colder weather
condensation would appear on the windows, walls and ceilings*
It would fom into frost and during nllder weather would thaw
and drip onto the cattle, floors, ete*y with the result that
working and comfort condlti^Mas were frequently far worse than
they had previously been outside* Bere again naeessity beeane
the Bother of Invention and the way was opened fcr experiaental
and investigational work on anijnal structure ventilation*
The early contention was that the ill effects resulting
fron poor ventilation were caused prinarily by a high concen-
tration of carbon dloxlda In the air. This was no doubt influx
enced by the historic incident of the Black Hole of Calcutta*
It van quite aome tloe before it was appreciated that thia
drovaineaa and the ill effects were caused more by heat sta^
nation vithin the body than by the eart>on dioxide content of
the air* An analysis of stale» huxaid stagnant air reveals
that it is a poor air condition to evaporate moisture or to
conduct heat away from the body. Consequently these physical
elements are not dissipated and remain in or on the body
causing an increase in body ten^orature, sluggishness in the
physioloGical functions and general drowsiness*
Types of ventilation systems to the present time have
been either natural draft or nechanically operated fan types
in idiich cold air la brou^t directly into the stable and the
warm eadiaust air has been discharged directly to the outside*
In cold weather with full ventilation the heat required to
warm the incoming air together with that lost in the exhaust
air is so gr^at that the stable temperature is reduced to an
uncomfortably low degree* Thus it is necessairy either to
restrict the ventilation rate, to increase the Insulation
value of the structure or to add heat from an external source
in order to maintain a unifora temperature in the stable*
The sensible heat production of the cow is the —
source of supply which oBist balance the building heat loss,
infiltration and ventilation air losses if a uniform tem
perature is to be aaintained* It has not been found practical
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or possible In nost cases to add supplemental heat from
other sources. Thus It Is Tery Important, especially during
cold weather, to conserve the available beat production.
The Infiltration and building losses can be reduced very
materially by the addition of insulation and better wall coik»
8tx-uctlon. It has been necessary to restrict the ventilation
rate in order to conserve ventilation heat loss.
It is intended in the investi^atlonal woz^ in this
study to demonstrate the usefulness of a simple multitube
heat exchanger in conserving the ventilation heat loss by
utilising the warm exhaust air to heat up the cold incoming
alr^ thus pez^tting of more satisfactory ventilation at>
lower outsld« tai^eratures than heretofore possible.
\II. HUTaiTIOHAL PHYSIOLOGY OT THE DAIHY COW
Originally the dairy cow w&a not intended to be a year
round high producing anicnal* Her role was to produce a calf^
raise it imtil it could look out Tor itself and then dry up
and generally roaia the country at large. However with the ad
vancement of domestication and improved breeding she is expect
ed to produce a maxicium amount of nilk for a maxissua nua4>er of
days per year, or between calves, and this quite frequently in
imcoiafoxtable quaz*tex*9 \inder adverse environmental conditions*
It is axloaatie and biologically sound that efficiency of
operation or eeonoaQr of production cannot be the best If con*
ditions are such that the operator or the animal is uncomfor*
table, irritated or otherwise lacking in initiative or energy*
The fundamental importance of a sound knowledge of animal
physiology as a foundation for the application of Science and
Engineering in the improvement of animal production la quite
self evident. It is important to know *^at conditions do
insure comfort and a satisfactory environment for the
Also it is Important to know how varying conditions do affect
the physiological functions of the animal as well as how these
functions affect the environmental conditions. It was with
these thoughts in mind that a study of the nutritional
physiology of the dairy cow was lindertaken and is here re
viewed and reported from Dukes (9 ) work. It is supplemented
-5-
vrlth Investigatlonal work of others*
A« Heart and Blood System
The h«art is an automatic organ that generates its oim
stiaiulus for contraction and is thez^fore not dependent upon
the nervous system for the cause of its beat« It is ho^^ever
constantly influenced by the nervous system which regulates
the frequency and force of the beat. The purpose of this
cardiac nervous mechanisia is to insure the proper coordination
and adjustment between the beat of the heart and the blood
i^quirements of different parts of the body. The blood itself
fulfills a nui^er of functions the most iaportant of i^ich are
as follows:
(D It i® the means of carrying nutrient substances
from the alimentary canal to the tissues
(2) It transports oxygen from the lungs to the tissues
(3) It removes the waste products of metabolism from the
tissues to the excretory organs
(4) It aids in the equalization of the water content of
the body
(5) Because of its high specific heat it is an ia^>ortant
aid in equalising body teaperatxure*
The volume circulation of the heart of the dairy cow is
about 42.5 cu. in, per stroke at a pulse rate of 50 per minute.
Rither the stroke Toluoe or the pulse rate or both may in
crease or decrease depending on the stimulus from the cardiac
-f-
nerroua sechanisa. Thus it aay b« saen that an Increasa in
the blood circulation either by increasing the stroke volume
or the rate may increase the speed of transportation of
nutrients, increase the oxygen transport to the tissues which
results in increased laetabolisa and heat production, increase
the removal of waste products, speed up the removal of water
froa the body, exert greater effort in maintaining body
temperature or it may do all these.
The heart rate is affected by muscular activity which
calls for a greater supply of oxygen and also by the temper^
ature of the fluid bathing its cells* There is an appreciable
decz^ase in pulse rate as the environmental tea^erature in—
creases as Illustrated in Fig, 1.
B* Respiratory CysteiQ
Respiration is the gaseous exchange between an organism
and its environmentm All the energy displayed by the animal
body comes in the long run from the oxidation of complex
carbon containing molecules, and one of the end products or
this oxidation is carbon dioxide* Therefore a constant
supply of oxygen and the elimination of carbon dioxide are
necessary for animal existence. In higher animal life there
are basically two types of respiration, external and Internal.
3y the former is meant the gaseous exchani^e between the
environment and the blood in the pulminary capillaries; by
•n 3
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th© latter, the gaseous exchange between the blood In the
systenilc capillaries and the tissues. In each type of respi
ration however oxygen is absorbed and carbon dioxide is given
off.
The fflucous membrane of the air passages adds warmth and
moisture to the inspired air* Expired air has a temperature
very nearly approxlttating the body temperature and is 8atu«»
rated with water vapor. The composition of outdoor air and
expired air is as follows:
O2 - CO2 - M2
Outdoor Air - 20.93^ - 0.035^ - 79.04^
Expired Air- 16.29^ - 4.21^ - 79.50^
Thus it may be seen that respiration results in oxygen con*
sumption and carbon dioxide production* Expired air from
herbivores also contains considereble amounts of methane
derived from carbohydrate fermentations in the alimentary
canal* Likewise carbon dioxide la produced in the digestive
tract of herbivorea* From studies of goats it appears that
At le&st 10 pezxent of the total carbon dioxide eliminated
has this origin*
Older investigators, as noted previously, believed the
111 effects experienced in poorly ventilated roores were
caused by an increase in carbon dioxide content of the air
and a decrease in oxygen content. Oxygon in the air may drop
to 15 percent without causing any apparent 111 effects to
-9-
breathing xmless muscular work la attempted. It is not mtil
the oxygen percentage drops to 11 or 12 that air becomes
dangerous to breathe* It is only under very crowded conditions
thst the oxygen content falls below 20 percent. Carbon dioxide
may be present in the inspired air as ajuch as 2 or 3 percent
without the individual being aware of anything unusual as
carbon dioxide itself is neither irritating nor poisonous*
In poorly yentilated quarters the concentration rarely exceeds
0.5 percent^ Thus it appears that these ill effects cannot
be attributable to a lack of oxygen content and an increase
of carbon dioxide content in the respired air.
The walls of the alveoli of the lungs are composed of a
single layer of respiratory epithelium. Across this layer of
cells and the endothellum of the capillaries gaseous exchange
between the air and the blood in the ntuserous adjacent capill«
aries takes place by diffusion. Recent evidence supports the
view that the alveoli change very little in sise with the
respirations. Ventilation of the alveoli is brought about
by air currents froB the alveolar ducts caused by the inrush
of air into the bronchial tree. Diffusion also helps in this
ventilation process. The tidal air volume of air expired or
inspired in an ordinary quiet respiration in the dairy cow is
190 cu. in. lying and 230 cu. in. irtiile standing. The
reserve air, or amount left after a quiet respiration is about
975 cu. in. The rate and amount of ventilation are affected
by a number of things such as muscular exercise, excitation,
iTrltation^ enviroxsaental tevtperaturey etc. Recent erldenoe
Indicates that the carbon dioxide tension of the arterlel
blood reaching the respiratory center affects stlmxlation.
Increased pulsonary Tentllation is due to eTcltatlon of re
flexes the source of which Is unknown but recent work indi
cates that they may arise in th« muscles that are the cause
of the increased actlTlty.
^egan and Hlctiardson (28) show that for every Increase In
environmental temperaturo of 18** F tihov© 40® the respiration
rate of cattle is doubled. Oaslaas (12) in his work did not find
es rapid an increese In the rate above 52° F, Seath and Killer
(31) in their studies with dairy cows at high tesperatures noted
that Holsteins showed a greater Increase In rate per degree rise
in tesperature than Jerseys* FroR these Ren*s investigations
corves have been plotted in Fig, 1 to show the rate of respi
ration at varying environmental tmperatures. The rate for
Bolsteins wss taken Troa Regan and P.lchardson*s work and that
for J'erseys fron Oaalaas, Thf* rate increases quite rapidly
above 60® F arvl there is no apparent reason why these curves
should cross at the 50^ F mark. No doubt the reason of the
higher rate for Kolstelns is due to the larger sixe of anlBial,
Klelber and Regan (19) observe that the depth of respira
tion per breath drcrefises as the rate of respiration increasas
with higher envlronKental temperatures. It only specifies a
Baximum and mlniiroa temperature in the correlation thus it is
assumed it follows a straight line as shown in the ''depth of
-u-
resplratlon" curvA In Fig. 1. Using this relationship separate
curves have been reproduced to show the total volnme of respi
ration for both Holstelna and Jerseys. There is a noticeable
increasing dlfferenee in these curves as the tenperature is
increased as wottld be ex|>eeted doe to the larger sixe of the
Holstein breed.
Brody (4) contends that ventilation rate tends to vary
with netabolic rate and gives the following equations:
Holsteins - y • 0.82 kgsl^
Jerseys - y s 0.99 kgs:^
where
y s volume of ventilation air In litres per mln.
kgs.r kilograns dry matter in the feed (per day).
He also noted that at the point of exhalation the air was 3
to 6® F below that of the south and about 9^ percent saturated
with TOter vapor. This would indicate that exhaling teaperature
would be about 95® ' or less. He further stated that the per
cent rate of oocygen consuned to ventilation rate is between
1.45 to 2.16 percent depending on the size of the breed. This
is observed to be less than half that suggested by Dttkes above.
That the ventilation rate of dairy cows was greater when
standing than when lying is noted by Hall and Brody (14) who
state that the rate is 10 percent greater In the standing posi
tion. Their figures at 73° T are 3.6 cu. ft. per Bin. standing
and 3*3 cu. ft. per sin. in the lying position. These voluses
check reasonably close with the curve for Jerseys In Fig. 1,
•.T
C. Digestive System
Digestion, broadly considered, includes all processes
hereby food In the alinentary canal is prepared for ab
sorption. Most foods are consumed in too complex and is-»
soluble a form to be absorbed into the blood or lymph without
preliminary diseatlv© changes• The factors of digestion are
mechanical, secretory and chemical*
In herbivorous animals it is essential that the alimenta
ry canal have somewhere in its course a roomy compartment
where the bulky, fibrous food can soak and ferment. This
requirement in ruminants is fulfilled in the complex stomach,
especially that part designated as the rumen. The capacity
of the 5aatro«-int©stinal canal in cattle is 12.5 cu. ft. and
the capacity of the ruminant stomach itself varies from 25
to 35 gallona In small cattle, 30 to 40 gallons in medium
sise cattle and 40 to 60 gallons In large cattle. The
stomach is compound and consists of 4 corapartraenta. The
largest is the riiraen ^diich compriaes BO percent of the
stomach and it is into this compartraent that anything swallow
ed in the normal manner goes. These animals consiuse their
food hurriedly and with ver^' little mastication* In the
capacious rumen this food awaits rumination ii^ile under
going thorough mixing, a maceration and fermentation, thm
ru£«n contracts and expands in a very coa^lex iK>veiQent that
causes many variations of pressurs both positive and negative.
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and perpetual rotation of the ingesta, which results in
effactiya maceration. Studies with a large number of cows
show the arerage frequencies of rusen contz*aetions as
follows:
During eating - 2,8 rumen contractions per minute
Duirin;^ rumination — 2.3 rumen contractions per minute
During rest ™™™ l.d ruicen contractions per minute
Elumlnation embraces those siechanlcal factors of di*>
gestion whereby food in the stomach is regurgitated, re-
masticatod, reinsalivated, and reswallowed. The tinse spent
in XMinination varies sorae^^at but In dairy cows the average
is about 6 hours per day (minimum 7 hours, uiaximum 10*5 hours}*
It Is probable that animals eating succulent food ruminate
considerably less than those eating dry food. The periods of
rumination are remarkably evenly distributed throu^out the
24 hours; no time of day seems to be especially preferred.
The average niKaber of riualnation periods is about 14 per 24
hours. The duration of periods varies from a few minutes to an
hour or more. The average tiroe devoted to a cycle of rumination
is somewhat less than one minute.
The rumen requires a large ssnount of water for its
normal functioning. This explains in part the enormous
salivary secretion of ruminants, which may aoount to 20
gallons per day, and indicates that these anliuiXs should hav«
water frequently. Saliva Is foxwd from the blood and is
-1^.-
secreted through glands* These consume increased
aifiounta or oxygen^ blood sugar and produce an increased
amount ol carbon dioxide while secreting saliva* In ruminants
parotid secretion is continuous which insures adequate
laoiature and alkali for functioning of the first 3 storaach
compartments •
'Hie gases fox*mod in the runen are carbon dioxide, methaney
hydi*ogeny nltrogent oxygen and others* These gases are elial*
nated by absorption into the blood and passage out throuj^
the lungs f and by belching* A deal of heat is given
off during the bacterial fermentation In the storaach*
The rate of passaF:e of food residues throuf^h the stomach
cotapartments varies somewhat depending on the type of ration;
the average is 6l hours throu^, the r^uBon with a total of
71»7 hours through all coii^artsents.
That an exwraous asount of energy is expanded In mastl*
cation of food by Xhm runinant may be seen froa the following:
Total Jsw
Jaw Movements Movements
per minute per day
Eating Grain & Silage — 94 4,700
Eating Hay —78 10,530
In Rumination — 55 26.400
Total U,630
D. Excretory System
The term feces refers to t>ie waste matter voided fz*om
the bowel througli the anus by the act of defecation. The
feces are composed of water. Indigestible and undigested
food residues^ remains of digestive secretlons,^ bacteria^
Inoz^anlc salts and other aubstanceo* The water content for
the dairy cow Is about 83»5 p«rcent» The amount of feces
varies with the kind and amount of food and la relatively
much greater in herbivores than in carnivores. The dally
amount for the dairy cow In average production Is about 59
pounds per 1000 pounds of live weight. The number of defe*
cation also vary with the kind and amount of food and range
between 10 and 2JV times dally*
Urine Is essentially a solution of the products of
nitrogen and sulphur metabolism, of Inorganic salts, and of
pigments. The amount of urine secreted dally varies with
the food, external temperature, season, condition of ths
anlaaX and other factors* In the dairy cow this may range
from 3 to 10 gallons with an average of about 5 gallons per
day* It has been constantly observed that when the enviren-
aental temperature drops suddenly, the Immediate result is
an Increase in urine. The urine output then adjusts itself
to the lower level corresponding to the lower temperature fts
cows drink less if the cold temperature pez*slsts«
-16.
The skin consists of two principal layers: an inner
layer of connective tissue containing blood vessels^ narves,
lymphatics and is known as the deraiSa And an outer layar of
non rascular scale-like epitheliua ioiown as the epidvrals or
cuticle. The aain functions of the skin are protection^ heat
regulation, and exox*etion« The regulation of body temp^erature
is controlled through sensory receptors of temperature in the
skin. "Hie fat containing subcutaneous tissue and hair assists
in regulation by constituting a blanket that helps to prevent
excessive radiation and conduction. The evaporation of sweat
from the surface of the skin on the other hand assists in
heat eliaiination. Changes in blood flow through the skin
influence heat elindnation; dllitation of the blood vessels
of the coriuB increases the anount of heat lost, while
vasoconstrletlon has the opposite effect.
The active sweat glands in the «oir are confined to the
snout. However recent evidence shows that water is being
continuously lost through the skin in cattle which must
slisply be evaporated from the epidermis generally. Began and
Bichardson (28) observe that this amounts to about one pound
per hour for Jersey cows at However Began and Preeborn
(27) note that this is reduced to about one-half pound after
cattle are spray«?d for fly control. Although this represents
a 50^ loss In cooling effect froa this source at high temper
atures It win effect a gain In aTallable sensible heat at
low temperatures.
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E* Metabollsa
Th« Toodatufrs, prepared by digestion for absorption,
pass into the blood and are transported to the body tissues
where they are utilised for growth and repair or for energy.
Oxygen, absorbed by the lungs, plays a necessary part in
aony of the metabolic transformations and, strictly speaking,
may be regarded as one of the foodstuffs.
The rital role of water in the body states Maynard (25)
is indicated by Rubner's observations that the body can lose
practically all of its fat, over half of its protein and yet
live, while a loss of one tenth of its water results in death*
Vater is an ideal dispersing aediua because of its solvent
and ionising powers which facilitate cell reactions, and
because of its high specific heat which enables it to absorb
the heat of these reactions with a ninioum rise in temperature*
Jtest of the water i^ch is utilised by the anim«l body
is ixigested, either as such or as a component of the food.
is however a further available source which is provided
by metabolic processes and *rfiich is thus called ^;etabolic
Vater, When the carbohydrate glucose la burned to furnish
energy for body processes, carbon dioxide and water result.
i.e.
^6^12*^6 * 6O2 » 6CO2 ♦ 6H2O
This metabolism of glucose yields 60 percent of its weight
as water* Slmllarily metabolism of protein yields approxl—
mately 42 percent of its weight as water while for fat It is
over 100 percent. Thus for dairy cows in average production
the amount of water so formed varies from 1 to 2 gallons or
more per day*
The eneirssr of the animal body is derived solely froa
this oxidation of the chemical energy of the food and the heat
enerf^ given off is as follows:
Far gram of Carbohydrate /♦-•l Calories
Per j^r&ia of Fat — 9-3 Calories
Per p:ram of Protein 4,1 Calories
Proteins cannot be oxidised as coi^letely inside the
body as outside. Only about 75 percent of the heat is liber
ated and the balance is lost to the body.
There are a number of energy losses from the body*
Urine, because it contains a number of substances capable of
being further b\imed, is a source of energy loss. The fecw
likewise contains materials that are capable of further
combustion* The coa^ustible gases formed by fermentation
especially methane, must be considered as an energy loss*
There Is one further loss which is the increase In heat prt>-»
duction that accompanies and follows feeding which is called
Heat Increment or Calori^nlc Effect. This energy is lost to
the body except in cold weather, when it is of use in keeping
the animal warm* The cause of this Calorlgenic Effect of food
is not fully known* Extra peristalsis, secretion, excretion.
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etc* are doubtless Tactora* Carbohydrates and Tats may li>*
crease heat pz-oduction In accordance with the law of Kaas
Action. All losses tend to Increase with increases in plane
of nutrition but are not very great except the Heat Incrraent.
These may be suinaarised with average values as follows:
Feces — —22 percent of gross income of Energy
Urine 5 percent of gross income of Energy
Combustible Gas — 9 percent of proas Income of Energy
Heat Increment — 3^20 percent of gross income of
Energy
The difference between the gross income of Energy and the
siffli of these four losses is the Net Income of Energy.
The outgo of energy occurs in two or three ways^ in
heat loss, by radiation and conduction; In insensible loss,
including latent heat of water vapor, and as milk energy in
lactating oows. Thus having determined the body income and
outgo of energy a balance may be struck. If the outgo
exceeds the income the animal has lost weight, if the outgo
is less then the indication is that the animal has gained
weight.
Basal metabolism irefers to the heat production of a
resting animal in a thermally neutral environment and in the
fasting or postabsorptive state when the stimulating effect
of food will have disappeared. Vhis state in cattle is
reached in about 2 to 3 days. It is generally known that the
basal metabolic rate per unit of body weight of small animals
is greater than the rate for iinit of body weight of large
aniaals* One formula used to calculate this rate is
Q s 70.
^ere
Q represents calories of heat produced per day
M represents the body weight in kilograms.
fiecent work however shows that the basal metabolism of dairy
cattle varies greatly due partially to selective breeding and
forced foeding.
A nuidber of factors Influence the metabolic rate. The
specifip dynaaic effect incident -o and followins food will
cauci^e a x^ise in the heat production, Muscular activity in*
creases the rate of metabolism. The energy increisent due
to standing over lying in cattle has been shown to be 9
percent, and aore. the combined energy of getting up and
lying down for sedium sized cattle is about 45 BTU per 1000
pounds of live weig^it. Environmental temperature above or
below certain points raises the heat production of the body*
Tliere is aa environiaental temperature at or below i^ich the
rate of metabolism must be incz^ased to prevent a fall of
body teiaperature. ITiis temperature is known as the critical
t6ffiperatux*e. 'liiere la liicewlae an upper critical temperature
where radiation, conduction and vaporisation of water cannot
prevent a rise in body texoperature wiiich cauae^ an increase
in the aietabolic rate. Between these critical temperatures
is the sone of dermal neutrality in which environmental
traperature has llttls sffsct on metabolic rate.
The Intake and distributing of the outgo of water in
the lactating cow iinder varying environmental temperatures
^ illustrated in Fig. 2» The Intake water is made up of the
metabolic water^ the water content of the feed and the water
drank. The actual amount drank depends not only on the
environmental temper^fture but also on the succulent nature
of the feed, ititzman (29) estimates that at rbout 62*^ F
the lactating cow requires approximately pounds of water
in one form or another per pound of milk produced* Laitsch
(23) shows that on a total water minus water-in«»the-milk
basis the cow consumes about 25 percent less Mtter at 44*5^ F
than at 77® F and that the extra water required for milk
production is equal to that amount contained in the milk.
The loss of water from the body follows four different
paths* It is lost in the feces, urine, milk and as water
vapor in the respired air or evaporated from the skin*
Ritsman (29) shows that the water content of feces on hay,
grain and silage ration is 8? percent and in urine is 92 per*
cent. He also observed that about 7 percent of the water
content of the urine and 2*8 peircent of the feces was evapo^
rated per day if these products were not removed from the stable^
Leitsch {23) in referring to Larsens {2^ wortc points out
that cattle urinate less at lower temperatures than at
higher temperatures. This difference raay be 25 percent
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betw«en 77° F and <A.5® F. There appears to be no appreciable
difference In the aaount of fecea Toidcd over the same range
of tenperaturea. The water content of milk is about 35 to
dd percent and is Independent of the environmental tempera
ture within the range in Fig. 2. Kie water vapor losa curve
is taken from Fig. 3 and will be discussed ia the next secUon.
F. Heat Regulation
Cattle are homiothersial or warm blooded animals i^ose
body temperature Is, within wide limits, Independent of that
of the environment*
Heat is produced by oxidation in the active protoplasm
of the body* Muscle and gland, making up the greater part
of the active tissue, are the principal seats of beat pro
duction. About 70 percent of the heat is produced in the
skeletal (suscles. The liver, because of its active raetabo*
lism, is next in importance. The amount of heat prodius^
varies directly with the degree of activity of the structure.
Body temperature of animals is usually given as rectal
temperature which is considered a fair index of the internal
temperature of the Iw^dy. The temperature is not the saoe in
all parts of the body, nor is it always the same in a given
place. The temperatxire of the mouth is lower and t>iBt of the
surface of the body iftay be nuch lower. The following ia the
average rectal t«tparature for cattle *
_2A«.
Dairy Cowa 101.5® F, Uange 100.4 to 102® F.
Baaf Cattla 101.0® F, Ranga 98.0 to 102.4® F,
Undu* ordinary conditions about 75 percent of the heat
lost from the body is dissipated by radiation, conduction and
convection» part of vAiich is conduction from the respiratory
passages In the warming of inspired air* The amount of heat
lost in tills manner from the body is controlled by the
va8onx>tor neirvous system. Vasodilitatlon in the skin causes
a greater aaoimt of warm blood to flow thxxjugh this region
and If the external temperature is below that of the blood,
heat loss is Increased. Vasoconstrictlon, on the contrary
causes a decrease of blood flow with a subsequent decrease of
heat lose through the skln« These Tascmotor nerves are
actuated either by the reflex actlcm of heat or cold on the
skin or by the action of blood of slightly altered teisperatures
on the central heat regulating mechanism*
External temperature affects not only the distribution
of blood but the concentration as well* V.'armth tends to
cause blood dilution which favors heat los8« Cold tends to
cause concentration which favors heat conservation.
Heat loss may be further controlled by the piUometer
neirves which regulate the degiroe of erection of the hairs on
animals* An increase In erection entraps a thicker layer of
still air around the body and this helps to conserve heat*
Generally speaking, at 45 to temperatures, about 25
percent of the heat production In resting animals is lost by
vaporization of water Trom the skin and respiratory passages*
Hie water so eliminated is an insensible loss and it appears
to be about as iaportant in heat regulation in aniaals whose
sweat mechanism is poorly developed (the cov) as in animals
with a well developed sweat apparatus. This water loss,
cutaneous and pulmonary, under basal conditions is directly
related to the basal metabolism and ia therefore rather
constant. However the pulmonary water loss Increases with
the environmental temperature and ia then under the control
of the respiratory nervous system.
Khen the temperature of the environment is reduced, some
means must be taken by the warm blooded animal to prevent a
drop in body temperature. This regulation is first brou|»ht
about by physical regulation of reduction in heat loss as
referred to above* When the heat^retainin^ mechanisms have
exerted themselves maximally an increase in heat production
begins. The principal way in which the increased metabolism
is brought about is by shivering, rapid muscular contractions
*^ich result in increased heat production. Recent experimen
tation tends to show that exposure to cold increases the out^
put of adrenalin which is capable of causing an increase la
the metabolic rate in the absence of shivering*
"Hie excreta leave the animal at body temperature and
therefore occasions the loss of a msall amount of heat also.
The heat and water vapor relationship for a 1250 pound
cow on a 31*0 pound dry matter ration of hay, grain and alXaga
producing 30 pounda of milk per day la shown In Fig* 3, The
heat production la estlniated froa Krlaa (20) foroula
y « .9224 X ♦ 1424
whara
y X haat production In calorlea per day par 100 kga*
live weight of animal
X - grama of dry matter in feed per ICX) kgs« live
weight of animal
Haat Production « .9224 (31.0 x^^53.6) ♦ 1424
• 3724 calorlea per day per 100 kga.
live weight
« 3724 * X 5.66 s 3490 BTU pmr
24
hour per cow.
Thla value la aomev^at lower than If calculated froa Forbea
(11} work on energy aetabollsa t^era ha uaaa IdOO calorlea
par ksm. of dry matter in the feed*
Tha haat loaa by radiation and conduction varlea appreci
ably with the environmental temperature and Is equal to the
heat production less the heat required to vaporize the water
loaa In respiration and from the skin. Thus at lower environ—
mental temperatures when water vapor production la a minimum
the heat available by radiation and conduction is a
This la a favorable relationship from a ventilation point of
view. This is assuming that the lower traperatures are
above the lower critical temperature of the anlsal* However
Dlca ( 8} concludes that cows produce as much In a cold stable
iblai
Unna
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a« in a varm one and that miXk cows on full fe«d «Aian housed
In a cold stable p3n34uce sufficient surplus heat over usual
nalntenanee requirements to maintain bod7 temperature without
using nutrients for that purpose.
Krlss (21) states that In general the insensible loss of
body weight varies directly as the amount of feed consumed and
Is also affected by the size of the anlioal* This loss is
further Increased with rise In environmental temperature* The
total insensible loss curve In Fig. 3i which Includes the
water vapor loss as well aa other insensible losses Is derived
from Krlss (21) and Mitchell's (26) <iata which shows the
relationship between Insensible loss, dry matter in the feed,
slse of animal and environmental temperature*
The water vapor curve was calculated from the total
Insensible loss using Mitchell's (26) percentages for water
vapor loss at various temperatures which range from 74 percent
at 43*^ F to 86 percent at 65® F» Ritaman (29) did not find as
wide a spread* His figures were 86 percent at 60 to 65® F
and 82 percent at 44 to 48° F. This gives a very good
estimate of the aiaount of moisture that must be removed by the
ventilation air* If the urine and feces are allowed to
accumulate then the percentage evaporated as noted above must
be added to the body water vapor loss and the arailable heat
will be further reduced by an amount equal to vaporise this
moisture at the rate of about I060 BTU per pound*
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III. HISTORT AHD EFVICT OF VFIfTILATIOK LITERATURB
Eftsrly Investigations in barn Tentilaticm vere carried
out by King (18) who suggested I and naintained^ a standard of
ptirity of not over 96.7 percent of air once breath«d; that is
the air of the stable should at no time contain more than 3-3
percent of air once breathed. He estlmat#^d that the average
cow respired 117 cu. ft. of air per hour, thus it was neces
sary to ventilate at the rete of 35*2 cu. ft. per cow per
hour in order to maintain this standard of purity. It was
found that this rate of ventilation was more than adequate
to carry off the water vapor produced by the cow. However^
in cold weather the loss of heat required to warm this aaount
of air was so great that it reduced the stable temperature
down to an rnmnfortably low degree. It was necessary to
sake a conpronlse and restricted ventilation was followed in
cold weather.
That it is necessary to maintain a constant stable tem
perature In order to obtain a constant production of milk is
a statement that has been made by a number of Investigators.
Although it Appears to be somewhat in contradiction to Pice's
(8 ) conclusions It does seem to have significance In evalu
ating our construction of aniiiml shelters. Kelly (17) points
out two general obvious facts from his study that weather
changes affected the milk yield and that the less known and
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aore tangible faetoTf tint of barn constraction^ nay modify
or nalllfy adiverse weather effects and clnlmlze the loss In
nllk yields. He further adds that one cannot doubt the value
of temperature control and the beneficial results of clean air
in keeping the stock healthy and active* It is shown that the
better care attendant to producing high quality milk also pro-
dueed more milk.
Experience records obtained In a study reported by Agri
cultural Associates, Incorporated (2 ) show that wide fluctua-
tlons In barn teifiperatures, drafts and high humidity during
winter months are detrimental to the econonlcal production of
railk* The Insulated barn, with controlled ventilation, not
only helps maintain production, but provides better working
conditions and reduces nalntemnce expense. Also reported was
a statement by Dr. T. S. Popoff, Zootechnisches Institute Mos
cow, Hussla, that milk yield of cows in cold bams declined
more sharply than that of cows in warn stables. His studies
showed that durli^ the first in days, the cows stabled at 32® F
dropped as much as 13 percent In production.
Bender ( '^ ) points out In his study that It was humidity
that apparently affects milk production. The effect Is not
direct, but causes the animal to po off feed. A humidity range
between 5^ arrf 75 percent appeared to be nornal for dairy cows.
High producing animals were api>arently more susceptible to
humidity variations than low producing animals. Began and
Richardson (28) found that production decreased as bam
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temperatupea lacreaaed especially abore 70® K. It la sug
gested that a stable temperature between to 50^ 7 Is
aost eondnelwe to Baxlmn Bilk production.
Thus it does seen quite apparent that tesperatures be
low 40® F and above 70® F and high humidity result In lover
nllk production. This being especially true If there are
large fluctuations In the teraperatures and accompanied by
drafts. The responsibility therefor*? lies with the engineer
to design and produce structures and ventilation systems
whereby It will be possible to p^alntaln constant trmpepature
end humidity conditions. Aside froro more and better pro
duction adequate ventilation would retnove the possible
contamination of the milk by bam odors. Brier conditions
will also obviously reduce rot and deterioration of the
structure ar^ corrosion of electrical lighting and other
nechanleal equipment.
A. ffatttral Draft Tentllatlon Systen
The first ventilation systems used were what Is known as
natural draft systems. They used naturnl soiurces of energy
for the motive power required to clrculnte and transport the
air. The wind causes a pressure on the building which tends
to force air into It through cracks In doors^ windows, etc.^
thus building up an Internal pressure. The pressure of the
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wind on the building may hm es^resscd by « foraula from
V;ooley ( 34)
P • .004
whttr*
P » pre«&ur« In lbs, p«r sq* ft.
V • wind Telocity In nlXes per hour*
Vh«n air la warned its volume Increases 7;^ for each de
gree F rise 1& temperatizre; thus the cold incoming ventilation
*lr in becoming warm causes a further pressure differential
between the Inside and outside air* Also increasing the mois
ture content, or relative humidity, of the air causes a further
decrease In the specific weight of the air; that is moist air
is linhter than dry air.
These are the forces that actlaf; separately or together
cause air to flow into and out of the building when using a
natural draft system. Circulation of the air within the
builxllng is further carried otit by the bellows action of the
cattle iriiile breathing and also convection currents set up
by the tfloperature difference between the warm cattle and the
cold walls, floors and ceiling*
The design of natural draft systeia should be based on
the assmiptlon that the intake and outtake flues will hapdiff
all the ventilation air required. Afonaula presented by
f'^ ooley (34^ t^ich is a function of the absolute temperatures
of the inside and outside air is as follows:
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• per hour*
tAiere
V s Tslocltj of air In ft. per how*
H • hei^t In feet fros the top of the inlet Into
the bam to the top of the outt&ke flue
= inside t^perature ^
to s outside tec3>>erature ^
This givea the theoretical velocity of flow of air in the
outtake flues* Due to frictional, entrance and exit losses
the actual velocity has been found to be only about 40SS of
the theoretical. Thxis the design fonsula recoaraiended iss
V» 11,520 , /H(ti - tpT per hour
V ti ♦ 460
It is BUgsested that mtnlnnai design teaperaturea be
s 50®F and * 30^ and that for ^^reater tenperature
differentials d&z^ers be installed to restrict the air flow
for these conditions* Tiie cross sectiojial area of outtake
flue can be estimated from:
W = AV
v^ere
Q s voluae of ventilation air eu.ft* per hour
V s velocity in ft. per hour
A - cross section area in «q» ft*
Vooley (34) further recoaiaezids that intake flue «*ea be 905t
of outtake area and that the outtake flue be well constructed
with a naxiflnzm U value 0.25 BTU per hour per sq. ft. per
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Thr«e types of natural draft systema in early use are
described by Fairbanks and Goodman (10)• The King system of
dairy bara TWitilation consists of insulated outtake flues
extending from about 12 inches above the stable floor to above
the ridge of the bam and insulated intake flues opening into
the stable at the ceiling. The continuous air laovement and
mixing, which is unique to this systea, thorou^ly diffuses
the incoming fresh air throuf^iout the entire stable. The
heat reservoir maintained by the floor outtakes prevents
sudden changes in stable temperatxure while maintaining the
proper movement of air through the stable.
The Rutherford system consists of insulated outtake flues
extending from the ceiling of the stable to above the ridge
of the bam and intake flues which open into the stable at
the floor. This system does not make use of the heat reser
voir principle and is sensitive to outdoor weather changes.
It does however give a thorou^ and cosiplete circulation and
diffusion of air in the stable. A smaller cross section area
of outtake flue is required for this system.
The Modified Rutherford system consists of Insulated out
take flues extending from the ceiling of the stable to above
the ridge board of the bam and intake flues which open into
the stable at the ceiling. This system does not make use of
the heat reservoir jarinciple and is therefore sensitive to
weather changes. The circulation of air is also rather
incomplete due to a certain amount of short circuiting of the
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incoming air of the ceiling.
A aore recent deveXopfflent is the Modified King Systea
as outlined by Qoodnan ( 13)« It conaiats of one outtake
flue for atablea up to 200 feet in length and usea aereral
inlet fluea. The outtake flue is located where it will be
nost out of the way in the stable and where it can go most
direct from near the floor to above the highest part of the
barn roof. The outtake flue Is well insulated from the
bottom to the very top and a top or head over the flue is not
necessary. The inlet flues are 60 sq, in. in area, two of
which are required for each 7 cows. The inlets deliver the
incoming air close along the aide walla and direct it
straight upward where it stimulates the convection currents
and helps to keep the atable temperature uniform*
The greatest disadvantage of the natural draft systwos
is that, although they ventilate Tery satisfactorily during
cold weather, i*ien the weather becomes mild the system breaks
down and fimctions very poorly. It is during the raild wea
ther «dien the cattle produce a greater amount of moisture
and building heat losses are less that the need for dissi
pation of heat and moisture by ventilation is the greatest*
It is at this time that the motive power, idiich is de
pendent upon temperature difference, becomes the least in
a natural draft system and coxisequently ventilation is very
poor.
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&• Mechanical Ventilation Systems
It was therefore a natural step to use oMchanical aethods
for ventilation wox^ whereby a positive amount of air could be
delivered at any or all tMnperatures. Restriction of the air
flow could be produced by dampers or shutting off one or more
of the fans* Goodman (13) suggests that electric fans may be
used in place of an outtake flue and that they all may exhaust
fz*oa the one location, but should remove the air from near
the floor. He does not reconmend the use of thennoatats with
fans if the stable is properly built and well stocked* Fans
can usually b e purchased and installed for less than an out-
take flue can be built j although on the other they require
continuous current and frequent service*
Ryan and Pile (30) recomend that two or more fana each
controlled by a separate theniostat azid hand switch be used
in a ventilation system* They recommend that the fans should
be located near the ceiling and that it is optional whether
the air be removed from the ceiling or from near the floor
throu^ a flue* It is suggested that it might be desirable
to reciove the air at the celling because theTO Is a greater
accumulation of moisture at the ceiling than at the floor -
so much greater that for each unit of heat lost throu^ ex
haust from near the ceiling, more moisture is driven out than
for a similar heat loss through air taken from near the floor.
King (18) disagrees with this suggestion and stntes that
the ejdiauat should be from the coldest part of the rooa which
will be usually the floor level. He notes there is a general
iopresaion that because respired air, before leaving the
lungs at the ten{>erature of 93^ F to 97° F is lighter than
pure air at stable teiaperatui*e it aust rise at once to the
ceilings However the facts are that respired air as soon as
it leaves the lungs and becoaies cooled below dl^ T is heavier
than pxjre air at the same teaperature because of its increased
content of carbon dioxide» tVie moisture it is capable of hold
ing below Si® F not bein^: sufficient to compensate for the in
creased wei^t due to the carbon dioxide added.
Regardless of the type of system used if the building is
poorly Insulated the ventilation rate sust be restricted to
the point of being completely shut off provided only animal
heat is utilized to oaintain a reasonably warm temperature
in the stable* This laeans that a heat balance mxat exist
between the heat loss from the building by conduction and
radiation^ by infiltration and ventilation air and the heat
produced as sensible Heat by the animals. A formula ex
pressing this situation is given by Strahan and Marsh (33) as:
H* ^ +ACD
n^ere
H * total sensible heat produced BIHI/hr* per cow
^ mBTU lost by ventilation air per cow per hr»
ACP s 5TU lost by radiation and conduction per cow
per hour.
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Further defining of the tw heat Xosa factors Into their ape*
clflc coa^nents la
V « voltime of air In cu. ft, per hour per cow (thla
Includes Infiltration aa well as veatilation air}
D X temperature difference ^ throu^ i^ich the air
is raised
53 * muaber of ciiblc ft* of air that can be raised
lo r by 1 BTU.
c -1 where p la density of air In lbs# per cu.ft*
P and c is specific heat in liTU per lb# per
A » area of walls, ceiling, doors and windows in
sq, ft, per cow
C - average weighted heat transmission coefficient
in BTU per hour per sq. ft» per ^F.
mils fomula can be used to determine the possible venti
lation rate that stay be maintained for various teiaperature
difference# in buiXdinga with known coefficients of heat
transsisslon provided the haat production of the cattle la
also known. The converse Is also possible. That ls» with a
known or assumed heat production and ventilation rate the
required insulation value of walls, ceilings, etc., may be
deteralned for various temperature differences,
Investigational work carried out by Clyde ( 7 ) in which
calculations were based on the above foz*taula showed that
heat available for ventilation and for tranasdssion losses is
not constant but variable. Probable reasons for this
fluctuation put forth wsres
1, I>ateat heat liberated by condensation, although
only 100 BTU per hour per cow could be expected*
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2« Prt>bable Increased heat froiB cowa at lower bam teoH
peraturea,
3* Gain or loss of haat froa floor In contact with the
earth*
4* tlie heat capacity of the building under changing
tenperature conditions.
A special automatic controlled fan unit was used by
Clyde (7)* An automatic controlled damper was an integral
part of the unit so that the system could be daxapered as well
as shut off# These fans were positive and ii^en placed in the
side of the bam away from prevailing wind and used with anti
backdrafting inlets the wind did not affect them Biuch. He
suggests that by the use of electric fans soae heat exchanger
could conceivably be oiade that would conserve a fraction at
least of the heat lost by the ventilation exhaust air*
That a certain aoount of the apparent variability of
heat available for transmission and ventilation loss may be
due to negative radiation at night is suggested by Henderson
( Ke concludes that negative radiation on a clear night
appears to be about 25 BTU per hour per sq, ft. for a black
body* If outside surfacea with a low emlsslvlty are used
the effect of the negative radiation factor is lalnimiaed.
Also negative radiation la of little consequence under con
ditions of high wind and large inside and outside teapemture
differentials but under other building conditions say be
appreciable*
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A study made by Ibrahim (points out that heat may be
gained or lost from a building to the soil beneath. This
depends on the maintained temperatui^ within the building
and the temperature of the soil for an appreciable depth
beneath. The latter temperature is d^endent upon the geo«>
graphical location and la reasonably constant Tz^a 6 feet to
greater depths at any location* In the Iowa sone the tvoper*
ature 6 feet depth expected to be leas than 50® F. Thus
if a stable were to be saintained at a temperature above
50® F there may be a slight loss of heat to the ground. In
a poultry house kept at 35® F the gain of heat was estimated
to be about 1,2 BTU per hour per sq, ft. This amount would
raise the temperature of a house whose AC value is equal to
,33 and has ventilation of 60 cu. ft. per hour per bird
about 2® F,
C» Introduction of Heat Exchanger
A simple do\:ft>le tube heat exchanger vas also used by
Ibrahim in an attempt to warm outside incoming air with
warn ejdiaust air, l^e system proved reasonably effective
from which a more complex unit was desii^ned and theoretical
calculatioisa made on a particular dairy stable. Taking into
account building and ventilation heat losses for the particu
lar structure it was estimated that by conventional exhausting
of ventilation air there was a balance between heat production
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and heat loss at about 16® F. When considering the heat con->
served by the use of the heat exchan^or the balance between
heat production and actual heat loas did not occur until the
outside temperature dropped to 0® F« Thia was assuming under
both incidents that the stable temperature vould be maintained
as 50® F. This theoretical analysis gare very good indications
of appreciable heat conservation. Thus it only z*^iained to
construct a unit and put it into actual operation,
Ibrahim* 8 (l6) exchanger consisted of a number of amflix
pipes suspended in a large rectangular duct, the cold in
coming air being conducted through the annular space around
the pipes and the warm exhaust air drawn through the pipes
using counterflow air fflovement. This systea therefore utilized
the warm air inside the pipes as well as heat exchange from
the stable air throu^ the main duct to warm the incoming air*
Condensation and frost that would occtir, howevery would form
on the inside of the pipes and also on the outside of the duct
the reounral of i^ich created a bit of a problem^
The unit used in this inveatii^ational aeries consisted
of a nuB^er of aaall pipes in a rectangular duct also but in
*rtiich the incomin^^ air was forced through the small pipes and
the ex^LAust air dr&wii through the annular apace. Tl^us conden
sation would occur on the outside of the pipes froai i^ich it
would drop onto the bottom of the duet and ^en could eaaily
be drained off. It was also felt that it would bo iflq>ractlcal
to att«(&pt counter-flow conditions without the use of
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considerable extra material in order to prevent short circuit
ing of the air from the inlet discharge to the exhaust en*
trance*
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17. THEQRr OF THE HEAT EICHAHGEa
An heat exchanger is a unit in »diich heat is transferred
front one fluid in the exchanger to another fluid either
inside or outside the unit through a wall, partition, pipe,
or other dividing medium. The transfer of heat stay be by
conduction, convection, radiation or by all three methods.
Conduction is known as the flow of heat from a high
temperature region to a lower temperature region within a
body, by simple molecular bombardaent. The amount of heat
transferred depends upon the resistance of the material to
heat flow, the thickness of the tnaterial and the tenperature
difference between the two regions.
Convection is the transfer of heat froa a higher to a
lower region within a fluid and is brought about by the
actual aovement of particles or masses of the fluid. Con
vection is termed fz*ee or natural when circulation is pro
duced because of differences in density resulting from
temperature changes. Forced convection is when circulation
is made positive by some mechanical means such as a pump or
fan.
Thermal radiation is a form of radiant energy th&t is
continuously bein^ emitted and absorbed in various degrees
by all bodies. It is a form of wave aotlon known as an
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•lectromagnetlc phenomenon. Heat may paaa from a higher
teaq^eratiire body, through space, to other bodies at lover
ten^eratuires at some distance avay without warming the
medium within the space.
The concept has developed that when a fluid flows over
a surfacey as in the case where air is flowing alon£ a wall
or in a pipe, a stagnant film adheres to the surface and
acts as a heat insulator. Experiments In recent years have
shown the actual existence of such a filra, although it is
found to be not entirely stagnant. In fact in turfeiilent
flow the film may be divided into two layers: the first
composed of particles completely without motion adhering
to the surface and particles creeping along in streamline
flow with increasing velocity as the distance from the
surface is increased: the second layer, much thicker than
first, being a transition zone composed of eddy currents
moving at a higher velocity although not so swiftly as the
main portion of the fluid stream.
In heat transfer by convection, heat is transferred
really by conduction through the stagnant jr^ortion of the
film and is then transferred to the moving particles and
carried away by convection currents. Beat is presumed to be
conducted through this film in proportion to the slse and
shape of the surface, the specific heat and conductivity of
the fluid, the difference in temperature on the two sides of
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the and Its thickness whlch^ although not oeasurady
has been found to be dependent upon its viscosity and density
and upon the velocity of the fluid streaioi*
Whenever the flov of a fluid is guided or directed, as
when air is flowing in a duct or pipe, the character of the
flow is dependent upon the velocity. At very low velocities
each particle of the fluid ao/es in a path substantially
parallel to the path followed by all the other particles and
the flow is described as streamline, straight line, laminar
or viscous. The average velocity over the entire cross
section is about 0»5 of the maxifflum that occurs at the center
of the stream*
Vhen the flow in a pipe is increased beyond a certain
critical velocity, streamline flow can no longer continue
and turbulence takes place. In this range of turbulent
flow, innumerable eddies and cross currents occur* The
average velocity over the entire cross section is now of the
order of to 0.9 of the maximum velocity, the ratio in
geneznxl increasing with the equivalent diameter of the
conduit and the sxaoothness of the inner surface*
There is an appreciable transition zone at the critical
velocity ;:>oint in which flow may be either streamline or
turbulent depending on prevailing condition* at the time#
1iTown and Marco ( 5 ) present a fomula for expressing
the approximate critical velocity for flow in a pipe.
•44^-
Vcrit. • " ft. per sec*
pD
where
2300 s Reynolds number
u s •iscosity, lbs. per ft* per sec*
p • density of fluid in lbs* per eu* ft.
D « diameter of conduit in ft*
The flow of heat through the fluid film that is assurried
to adhere to the surface of any solid in contact with a
fluid may be expressed by
q * hA {tj^ - t2)
i^ere
q » rate of heat flow in BTU per hour
h • surface coefficient or rate of heat transfer
per unit area per degree of ten^erature
change 'BTU/(hr.)(sq.ft.)(deg. F)
k 8 area of surface in sq. ft.
tx - t2 * difference in temperature on the two sides of
the filoii deg. F.
Consider the heat exchanger system used in this
experiioent which consists of 4 inch diameter pipes inside
a rectangular duct. The cold air passes through the inside
of the pipes and the warm air in the annular spaces on the
outside of the small pipes. A section of the exchanger is
shown In Fig. 4* Heat is transferred fron the warn air
to th« pipe by convection and conduction throixgh the air
film, then throu^ the pipe wall by nolecular conduction,
then to the cold air through the inaide air f il« again by
Exhacist A if ^Warm
/f7CO/7?//7^ j4/r - Co/of-
0xhausf Air -^-Watrr?.
Fig* 4* Section of Heat Exchanger
conduction and convection*
A« Inaide Surface Coefficient - hi
An equation for calculating the rate of heat transfer
through the surface film on ti^e inside of smooth cylindri
cal pipea la given by Brown and Marco ( 5) as
hi « 0.0202K (DYp) '^^
IT u
i^ere
hi s inside surface coefficient In BTU/{hr.)
(sq.ft.)(deg.F)
K s coefficient of conductivity of the air at
the fila temperature in BTU/(br«}(sq.ft.)
(deg.r)/ft.
D • inside diameter of pipe in ft.
V - velocity of air in pipe ft,/hr.
p » density of eir at the filn temperature Ibs./cu.lt.
0*0202 « constant for air at temperature range between
0® and 1000^ F*
The constant 0.0202 as mentioned is for clean snooth
mtal tubes. Any fouling or roughening of the surface will
cause a •ajriation in this numerical value. The fouling or
coating of the surface with grease, rust, duet, or other
film will actually reduce the heat transfer through the film.
Any roughening of the surface or restrictions that cause
greater turbulence of the flowing air result in an Increase
in the film conductance. However this roughening of the
surface has only limited practical application as the in
creased frictional resistance may be a greater disadvantage
than the addition^ heat gain.
Sioce the pipes In this unit were made up of 10 ft.
lengths of galvanised sheet metal it should be expected
there would be increased turbulence at the joints. This
would undoubtedly result in an increase in heat transfer
over that calculated using the constant value of 0.0202.
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B. Outside Surface Coefficient - ho
The transfer of heat through the outside film Is identi
cal to that of the inside fila where forced convection exLata
along a single tube. However in cases where flow is through
conduits of non-circular cross section, or on the outside of
a tube bundle lengthwise of tha tube an equivalent diameter
De floist be substituted In the equation above for pipe
diaoeter D« Thus
ho = 0.0202ii
De u
«^ere
ho * outside surface coefficient in BTU/(hr»)
(sq.ft.)(deg.F)
De =
where
A a cross section area of space between the tubes
in sq. ft.
P - number of tubes tloes the perimeter of each
tube in ft.
Here also any fouling or roughening of the tubes will
cause changes in the actual heat transfer similar to those on
the Inside coefficient. It is expected there would be
appreciable added turbulence outside of the tubes not only
due to the Joints in the pipe but also the bracing required
to hold the pipes in position.
There is one other factor that would imdoubtedly affect
the outside surface coefficient. That is» should the warn
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moisture laden air be cooled below its dew point teaperature
condensation would occur on the fiipes which aaay form into
frost or ice should the temperature reniain bolow freezing
for any prolonged period of ti:i>e.
Brown and Marco ( 5 ) observe tliat when vapor is cooled
to the extent when condensation takes place heat Is trans*
ferred in a fundamentally different manner* The condensation
of vapor liberates a considerable amount of heat, but at the
same time a barrier Is set up in the form of a liquid film
wtiich either partially or completely covers the cooler
surface. The thickness of this film is influenced by its
viscosity, by the position and height of the surface and by
the roughness of the Pipe surface. Thus where tubes are
used as a condensing surface, they would be Kiost effective
td^en smooth and in a horizontal position with condensation
occurring on the outside of the tube where the condensate
may drip off readily*
The formation of a frost or ice film ml^t conceivably
form a resistance hairier, due to the relatively low co
efficient of conductivity of ice or frost, that would
offset any additional gain in heat transfer from the heat
of condensation and the heat of fusion.
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C. Overfill Coefficient of iieat Transfer - U
It Is usually desirable to express the rate of heat
transfer as the aeiount per degree of over all temperature
difference in the hotter and cooler mediums rather than the
eaount per degree of change across a single barrier. Thia
is expressed as a function of all the single coefficients
existing between the two mediums*
Where heat is transmitted through thick w&lled cylindri--
cal pipes there is an appreciable difference in the extent of
inner and outer surfaces* Basing the value of U on the outer
surface Brown end iAarco ( 5) expre;33 the coefficient by
no « - Co ♦ l.lSlDo log So ^ 1 BTU/(hr.)(sq.ft.)(d«K.F)
Hhl K 5i ho
i^ere
Do s outside diameter in ft*
01 - Inside diameter in ft*
K • coefficient of conductivity of pipe material
BTU/(hr.)(sq.ft.)(deg.F)/ft.
hi s inside surface coefficient
ho = outside surf^ce coefficient
Vhere very thin walled tubes or pipes with high co»
efficient of conductivity are used the resistance to heat
flow of the tube is negligible compared to the surface con**
ductances* A simplified formula for the over all coefficient
0 for this type of pipe is
®" lio I i DTU/{hr.)(sq.ft.)(d«g.F)
BIET ho
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D« Log. Mean Temperature Difference
Where a hot and cold fluid pass along a pipe in parallel
flow the teiaperature difference will decrease aa the fluids
pass along the pipe - that is the hot fluid temperature will
be decreased and the cold fluid tenperature increased.
However the tea^erature change is not a linear function but
follows a curved line aa shown in Pig. 5* Thus the mean
temperatxire difference is not the arithrsetic mean. Instead,
Fig. Temperature Difference in Parallel Plow
the true aean teiaperature, Is the logarlthxaic mean temperature
difference fouzid by Brown and Marco's { 5 ) following equation:
Qm m - Qb
i^ere
Qm s Bean temperature difference
Oa « larger temperature difference (tes-tl)
Ob • saoaller temperature difference (ted-tid)
Now with a knowledge of the total heat transfer area of
the pipes, the over all coefficient U and the mean tempeiv
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ature the total heat transfer through the exchanger per unit
of time may be calculated from
Q 8 UAOm BTU/hr.
i&ere
A * area of pipe surface In sq* ft*
£• Estiution of Aetiial Heat Transfer
As noted above no allovance has been ouide In estimating
the inside and outside surface coefficients for the possible
effect of added turbulence, condensation and freesing of
condensate on the pipes* Therefore it is to be expected that
the calculated total heat transfer will not be the exact
actual transfer to the colder incoming air. The actual trans
fer nay be estimated provided the air conditions as the air
enters the exchanger,. as the air is discharged from the
exchaiiger and the q\uintity of flow are known from the fonauXa
Q « MCp(tl - t2) BTU/hr«
where
M a mass of air flowing in lbs« per hour
Cp * specific heat of air BTU per lb# per deg* F.
ti « inlet temperature
t2 - discharge temperature
This actual value of the heat transfer when checked
against the calculated value will give an indication of the
possible effect of extra turbulence^ condensation, or other
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varlable factors on the asiiumed coefficient constants used.
A store exact and prf*f<*rred method of calculating the dif
ference in heat content at the two points Is given Macln-
tlre (24) in which he asstwes that the enthalpy of the air
steaa nixtnre is the stm of the enthalpies of the separate
weights of air and steaii*
hn • Cp^t ♦ H(106l,0 * 0.4$3t)
where
ha • heat content of air steam ailxture at
teaperatnre t per pound dry air,
Cpa • average specific heat of the air.
H « specific humidity in pounds at the wet
bulh tempereture t»
The forttola is nearly exact farom 0® to 100® F.
V. OUTLIHE OF EXPERIMENT
The experimental ynork wa» conducted at th« Ontario
Agricultural College, Ouelph, Ontario, Canada at the r^uest
of the writer iriio la employed by that institution* This was
made possible by the kind consideration of the Dean of the
Graduate College and the Graduate Consaittee of Iowa State
College, the approval of the President of the Ontario Agri
cultural College and the very excellent co-operation of the
Animal Husbandry Department of that College. The materials
and equipment for the ventilation systea ?!^e sponsored and
paid for by the latter Institution*
A. Description of Stable
The stable used for the experiment was the south end
of the east wing of t^e large U-shaped two storey bam shown
in Fig, 6 and ?• Fig. 6 la a general view from the south
covering the entire barn, Fli^. 7 is of the east wing
showing the location of the fflllk hotise and windows In the
south end. TT^e over all length of the bam was 142 feet,
width 136 feet and width of wln^^s 40 feet. The west wing
housed bulls and a stanchion row of heifers* The connect*
l&g bam contains! calf pens, maternity pens and feed rooM*
The east wing had two face-^ut rowa of stanchions stabling
25 Uolsteln, 12 Ayrshire and 13 Jersey cows all in pro-
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Flg. 6, Dairy Barn - Ontario Agricultural College
Fig. 7. Experimental Section of Dairy Barn - East
wing»
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duction« The milk hoiiae was on the east aid© and led off froa
the centre cross alley#
The original ventilation system in the east wing was of
the natural draft Rutherford type. It utilised 14 fresh«-air
inlets 10 X 12 inches and danger controlled# The inlets
were located near the floor and equally spaced along each side*
Six out-take flues were used and located in the ceiling.
These flues were IS inches square with sliding damper doors
and three were equally spaced over each row of cows.
The wall and ceiling construction was as shown in Fig. 8,
The bam was built in 1911 which Is probably the reason that
very little insulation was built into the structure# The
foundation was 10 inch concrete with $ inch solid brick on
the Inside and covered with i inch Portland cement plaster#
The ui^er wall was i inch vertical bam boards on 2 x d
studding with i inch v-Joint matched luad^er on the inside#
The now floor was two layers of i inch lumber with asphalt
paper between thea on 3 x 12 inch joist# Tlie stable ceiling
was of i inch v-joint matched lumber# There were two 4 foot
doors and 19 - 36 x 42 inch windows in the south half of the
stable#
"Hiere were two main reasons for selecting the south end
of this east wing of the bam in idiich to operate the venti«»
lation system* Firsts this part seemed to be In greater need
of ventilation as the walls and ceiling were always vei^r wet
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and la mild weather the celling drl; ped continuously. Due to
frequent back drafting down the out-take flues, influenced
by the west wing of the barn, these out-take flues were
usually pretty well closed off and tlie feed room, silo and
hay chutes in the east end were used as out-takes. This was
probably the main reason for the poor ventilation In the
south end.
5e<»ndly, the calf pens section and feed room were heated
by steam radiators* Also two row of bare steaia pipes led
along the north ceiling froia the feed room to the milk house.
It was thought that the heat gain froia these sources would
unnecessarily complicate and affect the detenaination of
results if the experiment wa»e conducted in this section of
the stable. It was also felt that there would be less
thoroughfare through the west end - this did not prove to
be exactly true.
A temporary wooden partition was put up across the bam
at the centre cross-alley completely separating the two
sections of the stable. Swinging doors were used on the feed
and litter alleys to allow passage of feed carts and litter
carrier. The out-take ventilation flues were sealed off and
the fresh air Inlet dampers closed. As there were no feed
chutes in the south end of the bam there was no possibility
of air loss in this raanner. This section stabled 12
l.olsteins of average welg;lit 1^333 pounds on the west slA<
and 12 Ayrshires of average weight l,l6l pounds on the east
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sld«. The feed ration par day was 35 powtda com silage,
20 potmds mangels, 12 potinds alxed hay and alfalfa rotighage
and 10 pounds concentrates per anlnal. Vilk production iws
about 30 pounds per anlnal per day*
B. Description of Ventilation Systew
It was originally lntend€Jd to install the heat exchanger
unit crossways of the hem with the fans and motors in the
side walls. Due to th*» location of the litter carrier
tracks this was not possible* and the exchanger unit was
placed lengthways of the stable section. This necessitated
placing the fans and notors in the hay mow and connecting
the« to the exchanger unit by headers through the mow floor*
The exchanger unit consisted of two roes of 4 Inch
dlaaeter pipes four pipes In each row. The pipes were on
5 Inch centers and contained In an 11 inch by 21 Inch out
side duct. The pipes were Joined to the Inlet pipe header
as shown in Fig. 9 and 10 and the header was connected to the
fans by a 12 Inch diameter pipe through the mow floor. The
incoming air was discharged into the stable through the
individual pipes to both sides of the exchanger unit. The
exhaust air was picked up fron the stable b ' the lateral
exhaust ducts as shown in Fig. 10 and 11 conducted through
the annular space around the pipes and was drawn out of the
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main duct through a rectangular duct, Illustrated In Fig. 9»
to the oxhaust fans In the mow. The unit la given 4 Inches
of drop as Illustrated In Fig, 9 to facilitate the removal
of tho condensate. It was necessary to restrict the depth of
the lateral nhaust duots to allo« clearance fear the llttcor
carrier vhaels as shovn over litter carrier traclc in Fig. 11.
This did not affect the flow of air throtigh these ducts as
they were Timch larger than actually required.
Briefly, the principle of operstlon of the system was as
followsi The cold Incoming air was bropght In through the
round elbov header and forced through the smaller pipes dis
charging into the stable on both sides of the duct through
the eight discharge Inlet pipes as shown. The exhaust air
was drawn in through the two snaller lateral rectangular
ducts into the annular space In the snln duct and discharged
flrosi the stable through the small rectangular duct up through
the ceiling. The colder incoming air In the pipes was warmed
up and the wara exhaust air in the duet was cooled off by
heat exchange through the pipes as the air passed in parellel
flow through the syatew. If the exhaust air was cooled below
thfl dew point temperature condensation occurred on the pipes.
This condensate dropped on to th#> bottom of the c^uct and was
drained off at the low end. Since the slope of the duct nnd
the flew of the exhsust air ^s in the ss'ne (direction the
condensate was conducted from the systen without an appreciable
time lagf except ot course when the condensate formed Into ic*
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3
Fig, 12. Interior Experimental Section With Exchanger Unit,
11
Txmi'-y
Fig. 13. View Towards North End of East Stable Section.
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or frost.
The inside of the stable with exchan^^er imit in plac«
is shown in Fig. 12. The headers» pipes and laterals are of
ealranized sheet metal hnt the main duct is of sheet aluai*
nuB. It was impossible to get sufficient galvanised metal
for the entire unit. The round Inlet duct can be seen coining
down into the nain duct througli the celling. The rubber con
densate drain hose and container can be observed beside the
door at the south end. Note the restriction in the lateral
exhaust ducts as they go over the litter carrier track to
allow for clearance. Tlie partition was installed InKaediately
behind the duct in the cross-alley shown In the Figure. The
second door in this end of the stable is in the northwest
(right-hand upper) corner. The windows were hinged at the
bottoa and bad wooden side panels on the frames, as shown.
The north end of this east wing of bam is shown in
Fig. 13 taken from the experimental end of the stable. The
sliding door at the end opens Into the feed room. Sote the
bare steam pipes along the ceiling from over the top of the
door through the wall at the right into the milk house.
Fig. 14 gives a close-up view of one side of the Inlet
discharge eiKl of the unit. ^When the air was discharged
directly out of the pipes there was considerable draft
created around the two end cows, thus, elbows and a few
lengths of pipe were addi^ as shown to better distribute the
air. Thta arrangement completely eliminated drafts on any of
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Flg, 14-, Outlets of Incoming Air Into Stable.
Fig* 15. Temporary Partition and Duct After Insulation.
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the cows* A number of sliding peep-holes were put in the
outside duct for observation purposes. One Is shown near the
end in Fif^. 14* They were very close fitting and very little
air could leak In through thea« The rectangular exha\uit duct
can be obserred ^Ing up through the ceiling.
^e partition is shown in place across the stable In
Fig. Part my through the experiment the i^in duct was
insulated with 2 inches of fibre glass insulation as shown in
this Figure* Tapered flaps were placed over the openings of
the lateral e^diaust ducta so that air would be drawn frora the
sides of the stable rather than the centre. Canvas flaps
were placed over the litter carrier trolley openings to
restrict the flow of air between the stable sections.
The incoming air pipe section and header with blower
connecting pipes is shown in Fig. 16. The blowers and motor
were housed in the teiaporary fireproof structure shown. This
was necessary since an open end motor was used to drive this
set of blowers. The suction pipe from one blower can be ob
served going up towards the ceiling to a set of windows
through which the outside air was brought in. The table over
the duct was merely for protection.
A view into the blower and tnotor house is given in Fig.
17« The intake pipe for the one blower has been removed so
as to better shov the rest of the system* No. 1 Universal
^nograx type Sturtevant fans were used throughout. They
were rated to operate at a speed of 2,310 apM and deliver
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Fig, 16« Incoming Air Duct and Header in How
Fig. 17» Incoming Air Fans and Motor Unit.
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965 OFM against a static pressure of 1 inch or 695 CFM
against a static pressure of 3 inch W, 0. The two front fans
>rere used throughout the experiment. The rear fan was dis
connected and not used at all after the first few trial runs.
The Botor used was unnecessarily large especially since only
2 fans were used during the experiaent. It was a rated 3 H» P,
25 cycle uotor.
The exhaust fans and notor were not housed in but merely
protected by a platform since the avotor used was a closed type.
Fig. 1^ shows the {Teneral set-up with the individual fan ex
haust pipes discharging through the end bam door.
A close-up view of the exhaust system is shovm in Fig.l9*
The suction side of the blowers were connected separately to
the rectangular duct from the main imit. All Joints in the
system were sealed with asphalt putty or plastic sealer.
The Individual pipe daaper control levers and locks are shown
en the exhaust discharge pipes. They were ordinai-y round
pipe dazspers and could be locked in any one of 5 positions
from wide open to closed. SiE^lilar daiapurs were used on the
suction side of the inlet fans. A 2 UmPm 25 cycle motor was
used in the exiiaust aystea.
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i
Fig, 18, Exhaust Air System In Mow.
Fig, 19* Exhaust Fans and Motor Unit*
C, Operation and Operating Conditions
A eonslderaUe awnmt of trouble was experienced In ob
taining waterlals and fans for the nnlt with the result that
the Installation was not complete until the first week of
January. A few day trials were run before the unit was put
into continuous operation on January 10th. Pltot tube trav
erses were carried out on th« large Inlet pipe and the ex
haust discharge pipes to determine the quantity of air flow
and to calibrate the pipe damper positions. The actual
quantity of flow was wery nearly the same through both parts
of the unit. The Inlet system with both dampers wide open
delivered 21.9 CFS and with both dampers closed 2.0 CPS. The
erhaust system with both dampers wide open discharged 21»36
CFS and with both dampers closed 1.99 CFB.
Since control of dampers was to be by sannal operatlcm
It was felt that a number of readings per day would be
necessary to Insure a reasonably constant temperature In
the barn. Complete sets of readings were taken at 5«30 A.K.,
I2inn Woon, 5«00 P.M., 7jOO P.M., and 12|00 Mid. This still
required careful observation of weather forecasts and reason
ably good ability at predicting sudden temperature changes.
The stable was to be maintained at a temperature between
50^ F and 60^ F. Oely on two occasions did the exhaust
tmperature drop beloe 50® F although the average barn temper
ature did more freqwitly during the early part of the experi
ment but only twice after the main duct was Insulated.
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The reasons readings were taken at the times shown are as
follows:
1. The feeding and milking started at 5:30 A.M., therefore
it was thought advisable to obtain the stable conditions
before the barn was opened.
2» The X2iOO Noon, readings were more or less routine to
Insure that teaperatures were reAsonably stable* As cattle
were In and out periodically for Judging practices In the
•omlng and afternoon, the noon and 5:00 P.M., readings
were expected to be quite variable.
3. The barn was closed and locked after 5:00 P.M., so
readings were taken and adjustments made as required in
preparation for night operation.
4* The 7:00 P.K., readings were taken as initial night
readings, feeling that the conditions would be more stable
at that tiaie than at 5^00 P«M«
5* The 12:00 Mid., readings were taken to aore or less check
on the operation and make further adjustnents if necessary.
Tea^erature and hiuDldlty readings using wet and dry bulb
themooetera were taken of the outside air, outside the par
tition in the adjoining stable section, the incoming air as
it entered the exchanger and as it was discharged into the
stable, the exhaust stable air as it entered and left the
heat exchanger and the average stable air. The temperature
readin^^s in the stable were taken midway along the east side
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ftt floor level, 3 foot level and at the celling. • et and dry
Bulb hUHildiguides were hung on the south wall and midway along
the east wall to more or less give an indication ot the temp
erature gjradient throu^ the stable. The wei^t of condenaate
was recorded and the quantity of airflow in the duets was
noted by the damper locations. Observations were made as to
relative amount of condensation on pipes or frost formation,
the formation of condensation on windows, walls and ceilings
and of any irregularities in operation of the system or
environmental conditions*
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VI. RKSULTS AMP DISCTOSIOII
A detailed sunmary of all data taken is glTen in Table X
of the Appendix. Complete sets of readings «ere taken at the
tines noted. There is one break in the continuity of the
experiment fron February 28 to March 4 when the exhaust fans
were shut off. Complete records could not be taken during
this tine and thus no readings are shown for that period. Wet
and dry bulb temperatures in the stable were taken with a
sling psychroneter. Wet bulb readings are not shewn where
that teaperatnre fell below 32 degrees. The weight of conden
sate eoUeeted as shown is for the period sinoe the j^erioos
reading.
Sirce it was very diffionlt to maintain uniform conditions
in the stable during the day ealculaticms will be based on the
data obtained at the 7 P.M., 12 ?ffid. and 5i30 A.M. periods.
Bach set of readings carries a line number by which the data
will be referred to in subsequent calculations and tables, the
readings shown being the average over the period.
The quantity of airflow in the exhaust and incoming air
duets was determined by means of a standard pitot tube tra
verse. The airflow was calibrated to the damper positicms in
the duets. A sample copy of one test is shown as Table II of
the Appendix. The airflow is corrected for temperature and
also expressed in its velocity eompment for the particular
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dnct In Table III of the Appendix. The Incoming air at 45® F
and exhanst at 55® F are plotted against inlet head and
exhaust suction static pressure at various damper positions
in Fig. IT of the Appendix.
A. Building Heat Loss and Fstination of Sensible
Heat Prodnctlon of the Cov
The total heat loss from the stable will Inclnde conduc
tion and radiation loss through the structure. Infiltration
air loss and ventilation air loss. This «ust be balanced
against the heat production of the cows pnd suppleiuental heat
froB other sources.
1. Conduction heat IqU through
The total conduction heat loss through all components of
tba stable aay be exjaressed by the fomnilai
qe n XSA (ts -» to) BTtJ/hr
where
U s weighted overall coefficlwit of heat trans
fer - BrtT/(hr)(sq ft)(OF)
A B total area of building ooeiponents
ts B average stable tewperature —®F
to = outside temparature - oF
The overall coefficients for each component nay be cal
culated byt
U « •= 7j 4 BTU/(hr)(Bq «)(«»)
-74.
where
tl s Inside snrfaee eondnetanee (1*65}
to w cmtslde stirfaee eondnetanee (6*00 assmlng
averfiK*) wind Yeloclty 15 W.P.H»)
X m thickness of naterlal In inches
k s coefficient of conductivity of saterial -
BrtJ/(hr)(sq ft)(®F)/lnch thickness.
Area concrete fom^atlon • 37 ♦ (48.5 x 2) - 2 x 4 3.75
s 472 sq. ft.
Area doors - 2*4x7=56 sq. ft.
Area windows . 19 x 2.92 x 3.75 « 200 sq. ft.
Area wooden ontslde wall - (38 ♦ 98)6 -(2 x 3 x 4)- 200
= 592 sq. ft.
Area celling with hay - 37 x 38 s 1406 sq. ft.
Area eelllne with no hay - 12 x 38 : 456 sq* ft.
Area roof - (8/eos 60® ♦ 12/eos 30®)2 x 50 s 298O sq. ft.
Area now walls • 12 x I60 • 1920 sq. ft.
Area tenporary partition - 38 x 8.75 = 332 sq. ft.
TT - fonndatioQ a —j Y ^ vs ^
OF*
= .289 BTU/(hr){sq ft)(OF)
IT - wooden walls =—y • % ^ 4
05M" idb *^
= .2748 BTUAhrXsq ft)(OF)
IT - doors = * I ^ s .294 BT0/(hr)(sq ft){«»F)
l.o5 ^ .76 * 6.00
V - windows - Heatlne and Ventilation Guide ( 1 )
= 1.13 BTU/(hr)(sq ft)(OF)
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1U • MlllBg without hay s
S .190 KnJ/(hr)(sq ft)(OF)
Tf eolling with hay r ^
irfe ♦ *Tiio • ^
s .004 BTTT/(hr)(Bq ft)(®P)
U- Av. for eeillnff » 45$ ^ ^
S .0497 BTTT/(hr)(aq ft)(®F)
IT - roof 3 ^ i j- r .620 BTU/(hr)(»q ft)(®P)
Whero the toiaporatur® In tha now Is not Imovn tha haat
eondnctlon through tha ealllse nay ba ealeulatad froa a eoalblvw
atlon of the coefflclants of th* calling and roof antf the ratio
of thalr reapactlve araaa by a fortaula glvan by Hftatlng and
Ventilation Guide (1 )•
Oer =sr. y ggq
X!t *S^
Dot - oellli* = at ; .048 BTOAhrXsq
.620 *
0 - .T. wlghted =472 3, .289 * .27* * 7^ .294
- 2Q0 y * ^862 y .04?
: .199 FTtJAhrXun ft)(®F)
Qe = .199 X 3182 (ts - to) BTU/hr
Slzieo the adjoining section of the stable was warraer than
the axparlnental section there was a heat gain from that source
ty - partition s —= aj ii
z .404 Brtr/(hr)(sq ft)(OF)
/. ^ « ,404 X 332 (ta - to) BTTT/hr.
2. linflltration air heat lom
Air laakaga around vlndowa and doors and through cracks
nay be estimated by the crack raathod as outlined in Heating
and Ventilation Guida (!)• The ayerage Infilatration for wood
casement windows or aTerage non-vesther-stripped double htmg
windows with 1/16 inch erack at wind •elocity of 15 M.P.H.
is 39 eable feat par foot of crack par hour and at 30
104 enbla faat* Air laakaga for doors Is giwan as 111 euble
faat par foot of oraek par hour at 1? sad 249 eubio
fe^ at 30 V^P.H* In a large fully axposad room only ona-half
tha aetual eraek pariaeter is tisad as it is assunad that air
axfiltratas through the other half.
Limgth of crack-windows s 19(6.5 * 2) s 247 ft.
*doors s 2 X 2(7 ♦ 4) = 44 ft.
Air infiltration @ 15
V • 247 at 39 * ^ III . 7270 cm ft/hr
# 30 H.P.H.
T=!^47 » 104^* 44 X?49 , 18,350 cm tt/tr
The Infiltration air boat loss aay be astinatad front
Q1 «^ BTTT/hr
©15 M.P.H. - Q1 =2^ (ts _ to)BTTJ/hr
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e 30 M.P.H. - Q1 « (t» _ to) BTO/hr
3. ••Htllatlon ISSft
Ib a ninsl*!" Mttiral draft or naehanleaX typo of •ontl-
lation ayatan tha •antllatlon air haat loas may bf» aatinatad
alwllarly to that of tha Infiltration air pravldad tha qna»»
tlty of flow la known. In this hfmt axehangar ayatow tha
inconlng air la not brought Into tha stabla at tha outslda air
temparatnra nor la the axhauat air dlschargad at tha stabla
teoparatora. Thos a different temperature differential mnst
ba atlllzad In the calculations. The quantity of air flow
my ba obtained fron the fan table from whleh a heat loaa nay
ba calenlAted aeeordlng tos
o» m^ (t«d - tin) Rrn/hr
whara
tad s dlaeharge temperature of exhaust air fron
heat axchanser
tin « Ineomlnf: air teir-perature into the heat
axehsngar.
Tha alsabraie anm of all tha haat losa or gain conponanta
reprasanta tha nat building haat loaa which irast equal tha
aanalbla haat prodnetlon of tha ocwa if an anargy balanca is
to ba naintainad in the atabla* Thnai
Qe*Qi«QT-QKwO« 24SH
whara
EH s aenslble heat production of the cow In BTtT/hr.
The complete sunnary of the calculated Itema la srlYan in
Table 1. There is appreciable variation in the conduction
Line:ts->to:
JiSjtJ
321: ia,0
302: 21^0
301: 23.5
322: 24.0
311: 31.0
306: 31.0
312: 33.0
317: 27.0
316: 29.0
296: 27.0
199: 35.0
307: 35.0
194: 23,5
297: 27.5
234: 32-0
235: 33.0
1^9: 21.0
200: 32^5
230: 21.5
290: 31.0
229: 21.5
257:
190:
195:
239:
244:
174:
215:
175:
245:
271:
214:
266:
267:
286:
34.5
22.5
26.5
27.5
30.0
26.0
49.5
30.0
29.5
35.0
45.0
31.5
31.5
43.5
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Table 1
Stable Heat Balance
(UnltsiBTU per tir.)
Qc Qi :ted-»tte Qv
11500: 6920; 9.0: 13300:
13300: 8100: 11.0: 15800:
14800: 9100: 11.0: 15800:
15280: 3300: 13.0: 19200s
19750; 4250: 14.5: 21500:
19600: 4250: 15.0: 21600:
21000: 4540: 16.0:
•
24000:
•
17200: 3720: 14.5i 215OO:
18400: 4000: 14.0: 21000:
17100: 3720: 13.5: 19400:
22200: 4800: 15.5: 2230O:
22240: 4800: 17.0: 255OO:
18000: 3920: 12.5: 18000:
17400:
•
3780:
«
14.5:
m
20900:
9
20300: 4400: 13.5i 20250:
21000: 4550: 16.5: 24750:
13300: 2900: 10.5: I52OO:
20600: 4470: 15.5: 22300:
13600: 295O: 11.5: 16600;
19600: 4260: 16.0: 23000:
13640: 8270:
•
11.5;
•
17050:
•
21950: I325O; 17.0! 14900:
14200: 3100: 12.5: 18000:
16800; 3740: 13.0: 18800:
77500: 3780: 13.0: 19500:
19100: 11550: 12.5: 18750:
16500: 3600: 12.5: 18000:
31500: 6800: 21.5:
•
19000:
•
19000":11550i 12.5i 18750:
18750:11350: 14.5: 21750:
22240: 4800: 16.0: 2155O:
28650: 6200: 20.0: 16550:
19900: 4340: 12.0: 17300:
19900: 4340: 12.5 I8OCO:
27700: 6000: 23.5: 20800:
ts
4.5
4.5
7.5
5.5
3.5
5.0
4.5
1.5
1.5
S.5
6.5
14.0
9.5
^.0
6.0
d.o
6.0
7.5
5.0
7.5
7.5
5.5
6.5
7.5
10.0
4.0
d.O
2.5
d.O
2.5
7.0
3.0
6.5
6.5
6.5
Qg Q : SH ts
610: 31110:
600: 36600:
1000: 33700:
740: 37040:
470: 45030:
670: 447^0;
610: 4^930:
200:
200:
1140:
360:
540:
1280:
1070:
•
810:
lOdO:
800:
1000:
670:
1000:
1010:
740 i
1000:
1340;
540:
1070:
340:
42220:
43200:
39080:
48440:
52000:
38640:
41010:
•
UUlkO:
49220;
30600:
46370:
324S0:
45^60:
37950:
49360I
34440:
38340:
39440:
43S60:
37030:
57640:
1300: 65.0
1530: 64.5
1610: 64.0
1550: 64.0
1880: 63.0
1870: 63.0
2040; 62.5
1760: 62.0
1800: 61.5
1630: 61.0
2020: 61.0
2170: 61.0
1610: 60.5
1710: 60.5
1840:
2050:
1280:
1930:
1360:
1910:
1380:
•
2060:
1440:
1600:
1650:
2040:
1550:
2400:
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.n
60.0
60.0
59.5
59.5
59.5
59.5
59.0
58.5
58.0
58.0
1080: 48220:
340: 51510:
940: 47650:
410: 50990:
860: 40680:
860: 41380:
380: 53620:
2010: 58.0
2140: 57.5
1980: 57.5
2130: 57.5
1700: 57.5
1720: 57.5
2240: 56.5
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Table 1 Continued
m
Line;
So.i
ts-to:
•
Qe :
•
•
•
Qi :tt<M;ln
•
» 9 «. 1
X Qt :t8 -ta:
• •
•
•
Qg :
•
Q : SH
•
: ta
•
272: 40.0:
#
25440! 5500: 19.0
•
253005 3.5^
•
II5O:
•
55590: 2320J 56.5
261: 29.0: 13400: III5O: 14.0 20200: 4.5: 600: 52150: 2170 : 56.5
219: 43.0: 27300: 5920: 16.5 22450: 6.5: 370: 55510: 2320: 56.0
276: 43.0: 26460: 5900: 20.0 27200; 6.5: 370: 53690: 2450 s 56.0
55: 23.5: 13300: 10950: 16.5 17150: 3.0: 1070: A5330: 1390 : 56.0
225: 36.0: 22900: 4950: 13.0 13900: 3.0: 1070: 45630: 1900 : 56.0
209:
#
U.5: 23300: 6120: 21.0 17400: 9.0: 1220: 506OO; 2110 : 56.0
204: 36.o'; 22700: I335O: 15.0 21600: 6.0: 300: 57350i 239O: 56.0
ld5: 37.0: 23500: 5030: 13.0 24250: 9.5: 1230: 51550: 2150: 55.5
224: 34.5: 21950: 4750: 16.5 22450: 6.5: 370: 43230: 2010: 55.5
256: 31.0: 19750: 4260: 14.5 19500: 9.0: 1210: 42300: 1760: 55.5
262: 30.5: 19340: 11720: 15.0 20200: 7.0: 940: 50320: 2090 r 55.0
292: 40.0: 25400: 5500: 20.5 27900: 10.0: 1340: 57460: 2400: 55.0
54:
•
30.0: 19100: 11350: 13.5 16250: 3.0: 1070: 45630: 1900 • 55.0
114: 42.0: 26700: 5iJ00: 22.5 19900: 9.0i 1220: 51130: 213O: 55.0
281: 49.0: 21240: 6750; 26.5 237OO: 5.5: 740: 60950: 2540: 55.0
220: 45.0: 23600: 6200: 19.0 20000: 7.5: 1010: 53790: 2240: 54.5
2i57: 4S.5: 303C0: 6660: 27.5 24600: 3.0: 1040: 60990: 2550: 54.5
144: 34.5: 21900: 4750: 14.5 21750: 12.0: 1620: 46730: 1950 . 54.0
164: 33.5: 21300: 46OU: 15.0 225OO: 9.5: 1230: 47120: i960 . 54.0
U5: 33.0: 24200: 5220: 17.0 25200: 10.0: 1340: 53230: 2220 54.0
165: 35.0: 22240: 4^00: 15.5: 22300: 10.0: 1340: 43500: 2030 54.0
170: 32.5: 20700: 4470: 19.0: 25300: 9.0: 1210: 49760: 2030 54.0
125: 47.5: 30200: 6530: 25.5: 26300: 7.5: 1010: 62520: 2600 54.0
277: 46.5: 2960-0: 6400: 24.5J 26000: 7.0: 940: 61060: 2540 54.0
120: 43.0: 27400: 5900: 24.0: 21200: 9.5: 1230: 53220: 2220 54.0
140: 47.5: 31350: 6500: 26.OJ 23200: 9.0: 1220: 59330: 2490 54.0
35: 33.0: 23000: 14600: 13.5: 15300: 10.0: 1340; 51560: 2150 54.0
60: 44.0: 27900: 6000: 24.0; 19350: 3.0: 1070: 52630: 2200: 54.0
210: 45.5: 23900: 6250: 22.5: 13900: 10.0: 1340: 52710: 2200 54.0
247: 59.5: 37300: 8200; 30.0: 21200: 1.5: 200: 67000: 2790 54.0
164: 35.5: 22400: 4900: 16.5: 23700: 11.0: 1430: 49520: 2060 54.0
169: 41.5: 26400: 5700; 17.0: 25700: 10.0: 1340: 56460: 235O: 53.5
115: 45.5: 23900: 6250: 26.5: 23150: 9.5: 1230: 62020: 2530: 53.5
75:
•
43.0: 30500:
•
6600:
•
26.0:
•
17900: 3.0: 1030: 54530: 2270: 53.5
119: 37.oi 23500: 5100: 20.0: 27200: 12.0: 1620: 54130: 2260: 53.0
139: 33.5: 24560: 5300: 21.0: 23750: 10.5: 1420: 57190: 2330: 53.0
Table 1 Continued
Llne:t8«»to
So»;
Qi :t«d-tln«
34: 36.5: 23200: I4050: 17.5
79: 48.0: 30500: 6600: 26.0
110: 47.0: 29900: 6450: 27.5
159: 48.5: 30850: 6670: 22.5
130: 53.5: 34000: 7350: 27.0
80: 53.0: 33700: 7300: 27.5
180: 46.0: 29200: 6340:
•
25.0
25I: 54-5! 34600: 7500i 31.0
150: 58.5: 37200:
0
0
0
26.5
124: 44.5: 28320: 6100: 23.5
U9: 56.0: 35600: 7800; 24.5
89: 52.0: 33100: 7150: 28.5
65: 64.5: 41000: 8860: 32.5
104: 56.5: 36000: 7760:
•
29.5
109: 51.0: 32400: 7000: 26.5
160: 49.5: 31400: 6800: 23.5
64: 55.0: 35000: 7570: 28.0
105: 59.5: 37800: 8200: 32.5
252: 64.5: 41000: 8850: 34.0
129: 46.0: 29300: 632O: 24.0
205: 36.5: 23200:
•
14000:
•
17.5
59 i 39.o5 24700: 15000: 21.5
99: 52.5: 33350: 7200: 27.0
45: 56.5: 36000: 7770: 27.5
69: 60.0: 38200: 8250: 31.5
134: 45.5: 28900: 6250: 24.5
135: 53.5: 34000: 7350: 29.5
40: 54.0: 34300: 7420: 31.0
501 42.5: 27000: 16250: 21.5
74: 43.0: 27100: 16500: 23.5
94: 40.5: 257OO: 15600: 24.0
129: 38.5: 24550: 5300: 20.5
44: 50.5: 32IOO: 6950: 26.5
70: 63.5: 40300: 8700: 34.0
155: 58.5: 37200: 8000: 26.5
U500:
21300:
22700:
50900;
28700:
23100:
21000:
•
26300:
16500:
24950:
21900:
23900:
22900:
20600:
18500:
16200:
9750:
U300:
12000:
25500:
15450:
•
17800:
22600:
19200:
22200:
26000:
26700:
21600:
14f?50:
16200:
16750:
21500:
18500:
24000:
22500:
9.0
7.0
5.5
11.0
6.5
7.5
11.5
6.5
7.5
9.0
9.5
9.0
5.5
6.0
4.5
9.0
8.0
4.5
5.0
6.5
7.0
10.5
6.0
6.5
9.0
10.0
9.0
9.0
8.5:
3.0:
3.0:
12.5:
7.0:
8.0:
9.5:
Qg
1220:
940:
740:
1480:
880:
810;
1540:
870:
1010:
1220:
1280:
1220:
740:
810:
610:
1220:
1080:
610:
680:
870:
940:
•
1420:
810:
870:
1220:
1340:
1220:
1220:
1150:
410:
410:
1690:
940:
1080:
1280:
50530:
57960:
58310:
66940:
69170:
63090:
55000:
67530!
62690:
58150:
64020:
62930:
72020:
63550:
57290:
53180:
51240:
56690:
61170:
60250:
51710:
•
560S0;
62340:
62100:
67430:
59810:
66S3O:
62100:
56950:
59390:
57640:
49660:
56610:
72820:
66420;
2110:
2420:
2430:
2790;
2880:
2630;
2110:
2810:
2620:
2420:
2670:
2620;
3000:
2650:
•
2490-
2220:
2140:
2370:
2550:
2510:
2160:
•
2340 i
2600:
259O:
2800:
2490:
2780:
2590:
2370:
2470:
2400:
2070:
2360:
3040:
2760:
53.0
53.0
53.0
52.5
52.5
52.5
52.5
52.5
52.5
52.0
52.0
52.0
52.0
52.0
52.0
52.0
52.0
52.0
52.0
51.5
51.5
51.5
51.5
51.5
51.5
51.0
51.0
51-0
51.0
51.0
51.0
51.0
50.5
50.5
50.0
Lln«:tB«»to: Qc
46.5
49.0
61.5
37.5
52.0
39:
90:
100:
84:
154:
49: 40.0
2^2: 55^0
d5: 40.5
29600
31100
39100
23900
33100
25400
34dOO
25400
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Table 1 Coatinued
6400:
6750:
S400:
5160:
7150:
15400:
7200:
15400:
29»5:
2d.5:
33.0:
27.5:
23.0:
IS.5:
31.0:
25.0:
20600:
199G0:
23300:
37300:
20550:
12^00:
21^50:
21000:
11-5: 1540
8.0: lOdO
810
1010
1620
6.0:
7.5:
12.0:
8.5: 1150
10.0: 1340
9.5: 1280
55060:
56670:
69990:
65850:
59180:
52450:
61010:
60520:
2290: 50.0
2360: 50.0
2920: 50.0
2740: 49.5
2460: 49.5
2180: 49.5
2550; 49^5
2520: 48.0
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heat loss and ventilation heat losses vhleh are reflected in
quite variable estisates of the heat prodt»tion of the eo« at
the s&Bie stable tesperattire. Zn the majority of instanees the
Infiltration loss was estisatecl at the 15 value but
vhen it was very stormy and strong vlnds prevailed the 30 M.P.H.
value was used. This did tend to bring otherwise very divergent
estivations into line.
As noted In the remarks coltasn of Table I of Appendix and
shown in Table 2 to follow ther© was condensation on the wooden
wallsy windows and north end ceiling at the lower otztside tem
peratures. The heat of condensation of this water and the
effect of the wet walls, etc*, on the actual heat transfer are
no doubt factors also attributing to this variation in heat
loss. Although condensation oeeuring on the walls gives up heat
it is lost to the building by eonduotion through the walls to
the colder surface. It Is quite possible that this wet wall
condition also results in an increased heat transfer rate. The
converse of this should be true when frost forms on the windows
as this frost layer should decrease the window conductance. It
has not been possible to give any factual enalysls of the effect
of these factors from the data obtPlned in this experiment.
The estimated sensible heat production of the cow has been
plotted against stable tetcperature in Pig. 20. A dotted curve
has been plotted In to show thf» expected production as dis
cussed in section TI. The actual equation of the sensible
heat production line as obtained by a curvilinear regression
-83-
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analysis fron Snedecor (32) of the heat production against
stable temperature Ist
T = 6797.69 - 92.2793C ♦ .1604X^
However In the teat of etiTYllinearlty In regression the
quadratic derlatlon does not produce a significant value and
fear all intents and ptirposes the regression aay be shown by
a straight line within the experlMotal tenperature range.
Biologically the curre should flatten out to the left slai-
lf*rily to the expected curve line but due to the paucity of
data at the lower tenperature points this particular equation
could not be expected to apply in this lower range. Actually
within the teraperature range of the experiment the plotted
lliw Is quite a reasonable estlnatlon of the expected.
B. Water Vapor Removal
The renoval of the water vapor produced by the livestock
in aiqr aninal struetvre is the nain function of ventilation.
The nain avenne of rewoval is through the ventilation air
passed through the ventilation system. However^ any air that
exflltrates through the doors or windows also carries with it
an excess of moisture over that which It contained when enter-
the stable and must be reckoned with in any ventilation
problem.
The moisture removed by the Infiltration air nay be cal
culated if the outside and stable temperatures and humidities
are known as well as the nass of air infiltrating*
-85-
Ibs/hr
where
V r HBss of air In Ibs/hr
Hs s tpeelfle hmldlty of stable air in grainsAb.
air
Ed m speeifie hoaldity of outside air in grainsAb.
air.
7ba speeifie hcuaidity may be obtained from psyehrmetrie charts
as produced by Carrier Corporation (6) &r tables from «et and
dry bulb tenperatures.
The moisture removed by the ventilation air will be the
difference in specific howidity of the Incoming air as it is
discharged troa the heat exchanges Into the st8>)le and that
of the exhaust air as It enters the heat exchanger times the
mass of ventilation alr« thnsi
Rv s *T» Ibs/hr
7000 Aos/^nr
Therefore total moisttcre removed will be the sn of these, on
H = Hv ♦ HI Ibs/hr
The water vapOT relationships are given in Table 2 for the
sets of data calculated from the experiment« The water vapc^
produced is shown as an estimated value taken from Fig. 3 of
Seetion IT* The difference between the water vapOT removed
and the wcter vapor prodnced, when the latter is the larger^
is an indication rather than an estimtion of condensation
within the stable.
As suggested prevlonaly it is possible that isore water
than Just th« Insensible* water loss of respiration and frcwi the
.86.
Table 2
Moisture Heiaovala by Air
(Units: Lbs. water per hour)
In- Ex Removed Removed
•
•
V;ater: Bldg.
T(s)Line eoming haust 7enti. Infil Total Vapor: Conden
no. Air Air lation tration Reooved Fro-: sation
Ho Hi H duced:
lU 17.4 40.6 23.4 2.2 25.6 22.8: 54.0
164 16.9 39.2 22.3 2.1 24.4 22.8: 54.0
169 13.5 3^.0 22.5 2.5 25.0 22.3: 53.5
174 23.7 43.5 24.8 2.1 26.9 27.9: 1.0 5S.0
175 23.2 46.6 23.4 5.7 29.1 27.9: 5^.0
1^4 15.1 40.9 25.8 2.2 28.0 22.8: 54.0
139 22.0 4d.0 26.0 2.3 28.3 31.1: 2.8 60.0
190 22.d 46.3 23.5 2.3 25.8 30.0: 4.2 59.5
194: 21.1 46.0 24.9 2.6 27.5 31.9: 4.4 60.5
195 22.0 56.6 34.6 2.5 37.1 30.0: 59.5
199: 13-4 45.5 31.1 2.8 33.9 32.9? 61.0
200: 20.5 45.0 24.5 2.6 27.1 31.9: 4.8 60.0
204: 11,5 38,7 27.2 6.0 33.2 25.2: 56.0
229: 25.1 46.7 21.6 3.4 25.0 30.0: 5.0 I 59.5
230: 23.3 48.5 25.2 1.5 28.7 31.1: 2.4 ; 60.0
234: 23.6 50.5 26.9 2.3 29.2 31.1: 1.9 60.0
235: 21.d 50.5 28.7 2.3 31.0 31.1: 60.0
239: 24.5 48.0 23.5 2.5 26.0 29.2: 3.2 59.0
240: 21.d 50.1 28.3 t 2.4 30.7 31.1: .4 : 60.0
244:
f
23.2 45.5 22.3 5.5 27.8 28.8: 1.0 : 58.5
245: 22.3 . 42.6 20.3 5.2 25.5 26.9? 1.4 i 57.5
261: 19.1 39.4 20.3 4.8 25.1 25.8: .7 : 56.5
266: 16.5 41.0 24.5 2.4 28.5 26.9: 9 57.5
267: 17.« 41.8 24.0 2.5 26.5 26.9: .4 : 57.5
296: 18.0 43.9 25.9 1.6 27.5 32.9: 5.4 4 61.0
297: 20.2 46.8 26.6 2.0 28.6 31.9: 3.3 i 60.5
301: 35.2 56.8 21.6 5.2 26.8 38.9: 12.1 « 64.0
302: 37.0 57.2 20.2 5-1 35.3 40.2: A.9 «• 64.5
306: 22.0 57.6 35.6 2.0 37.6 37.0: •e 63.0
307: 18.7 51.7 33.0 2.5 35.5 32.9: 1 61.0
311: 22,0 50.2 28.2 2.7 30.9 36.5: 5.4 63.0
312: 23.6 52.2 28.6 3.1 31.7 36.0: 4.3 e• 62.5
316: 25.0 48.5 23.5 2.1 25.6 33.6: 8.0 •• 61.5
317:
1
23.7 49.3 25.6 1.8 27.4 34.8: 7.4 : 62.0
321s 23.7 61.0 37.3 6.0 43.3 kX.2'1
«
•
• 65.0
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Table 2 Continued
In«- Ex- : ileiaoved Removed
Line cooing hauBt: Venti- Infil-
Ho. Air Air : lation tration
1 lio Hi
322 29.0 54.7i 25.7 2.6
145 15.4 37.2: 21.3 2.2
165 16.6 37.6: 21.0 2.2
34 9.3 29.3: 20.0 5.5
119 12.5 35.2: 22.7 2.5
139 10.5 33.3: 23.3 2.A
159 3.2 34.4: 26.2 2.6
170 13.0 34.2: 21.2 2.7
135 15.2 37.3: 22.6 2.5
219 12.1 37.9i 25.3 2.3
224 14.6 35.9: 21.3 2.4
256: 15.6 33.6: 23.0 : 1.7
262: 14.4 37.3: 2>.4 5.3
271s 14.3 40.0: 25.2 2.3
272: 15.0 40.5: 25.5 2.9
276: 10.1 35.2: 25.1 2.5
292: 10.5 37.5: 27.0 2.6
55: 3.1 30.7: 22.6 t 6.7
115:
i
7.3 30.0: 22.7 3.2
124: 5.4 26.0: 20.6 2.2
125; 6.6 27.3; 20.7 2.6
129: 7.3 23.5: 21.2 t 2.9
130: 5.4 27.5: 22.1 3.1
134: 6.0 26.4: 20.4 2.7
179: 3.1 23.9: 15.3 2.3
220: 3.3 27.3: 19.0 2.7
225: U.2 29.7: 13.5 2.5
277: 7.6 27.9: 20.3 2.3
54:
•
3.4 26.4: 13.0 6.0
lU: 7.6 26.3; 19.2 2.9 t
120; 6.6 26.9: 20.3 2.7 :
135: 3.2 22.3: 19.6 2.7 :
140: 5.3 24.7: 19.4 2.3 :
149: 4.5 23.7: 19.2 3.1 :
154: 5.1 24.1: 19.0 2.7 :
205: 6.6 19.3: 12.7 4.5 :
215: 6.6 27.6: 21.0 3.4 t
257: 11.3 30.9: 19.1 4.3 :
231: 4«3 24.5: 19.7 2.3 :
Total
Removed
H
2S.3
24.0
23*2
25.5
25.2
25.7 I
2d.8 :
23.9 :
25.1 :
•
23.6 :
23.7 :
24.7 :
2^.7 :
2^,0 :
26.k :
27.6 ;
29.6 :
29.3 :
25.9 :
22.3 :
23.3 :
24.1 :
25.2 :
23.1 :
Id.l :
21.7 :
21.0 :
23.1 ;
24.0 :
e
22.1 :
23.0 :
22.3 :
22.2 :
22.3 :
21.7 :
17.2 :
24.4 :
23.9 :
22.5 :
Water: Bldg. :
Vapor: Conden-r T(a)
Fro-: sation;
duced: :
38.9:
22.
22.3:
19.5:
22.1:
22.1:
20.0;
22.3:
24.5;
•
25.2:
24.0:
24.0:
24.0:
26.9:
25.3:
25.2:
24.7:
25.2:
22.3:
21.0:
22.3:
20.7:
21.6:
20.4:
20.4:
23.4:
25.2:
22.3:
24.0:
•
24.0:
22.3:
20.4:
22.3:
21.0:
19.5:
20.4:
23;1j
30.0:
24.0:
10.6: 64.0
r 54.0
54.0
49.5
53.0
53.0
50.5
54.0
55.5
2.3:
1.7:
4.2:
1.9:
#6:
3.2:
3.7:
6*1:
1.5:
56.0
55.0
55.0
55.0
57.5
56.5
56.0
55.0
56.0
53.5
52.0
54.0
51.5
52.5
51.0
51.0
54.5
56.0
54.0
55.0
55.0
54.0
51.0
54.0
52.0
49.5
51.0
53.0
59.5
55.0
In
•
•
Ex- :
Line coming haust:
Ko. Air Air :
#
•
266 6.3
•
25.9i
267 6.6 25.4:
34 7.9 22.9:
35 6.1 23.3:
59 7.9 19.7:
60 7.7 22.9:
79 6.0 23.9:
60 4.7 23.1:
65 4.0 16.9:
69 4.5 21.6:
99 4.2 21.2:
110 6.2 23.4:
155 3.3 20.3:
160 5.7 2C.4:
209 6.4 21.4:
210 7.2 22.2:
214 5.4 25.3:
251 4.5 21.9:
39 4.4 19.2:
40 2.3 16.6:
44 3.7 16.0:'
45 3.5 16.2:
49 6.2 17.2:
50 5.1 17.6:
65 3.4 16.5:
69 2.7 20.0:
70 1.9 16.6:
74 5.1 16.6:
75i 5.6 19.7:
90 2.1 17.2:
94 3.1 16.6:
95 2.5 16.3:
100 2.1 17.0:
104 3.7 19.5:
109 5.0 16.3:
150 2.7 17.6:
160 4.7 19.4:
247 3.6 20.5:
262 3.1 19.0:
64 2.5 9.6:
105 1.3 9.6:
252 1.5 9.1:
Table 2 Continued
Removed
Venti
lation
Ho
19.6
la.d
15.0
15.2
ll.g
15.2
17.9
18.4
U.9
17.3
17.0
17.2
17.0
14.7
13.0
15.0
19.9
17.4
14.5
16.3
14.3
14.7
U.O
12.4
15.1
17.3
14.9
13.7
13.9
15.1
13.7
13.5
14.9
15.6
13.3
14.9
14.7
16.7
15.9
7.3
S.3
7.6
Removed
Infil
tration
Hi
3^0
3.1
6.d
7.2
6.5
2.«
3.1
3.2
5.6
2.d
2.d
3.1
2.9
2.9
3.3
2.d 2
3.1 :
3.3 :
3.0 :
3.3 :
m
2.7 :
2.6
4.9
6.4
3.2
3.1
2.7
2.6
2.9
2.6
6.3
6.3 :
2.S
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.9
3.0
3.2
2.9
3.2
Total
Removed
H
22.6 :
21.9 :
21.« ;
22.4 :
1S.3 :
Id.O X
21.0 :
21.6 :
20.5 :
20.1 :
19.6 :
20.3 :
19.9 :
17.6 :
16.6 :
17.6 :
23.0 :
20.7 t
17.6 :
19.6 :
17.0
17.5
15.9
16.6
16.3
20.4
17.6
16.3
16.6
17.7
20.0
20.1
17.7
15.9
16.4
16.0
17.6
20.6
16.9
1C.5
11.2
10.6
9
m
Water: Bldg.
Vapor: Conden- T(a)
Fro-: aation
duced:
«
25.6: 3.2 56.5
23.3: 1.4 54.5
22.1: .3 53.0
22.6: .4 54.0
20.7: 2.4 51.5
22.6: 4.6 54.0
22.1: 1.1 53.0
21.6: 52.5
16.6: 46.0
21.0:
•
.9 52.0
20.7: .9 1 51.3
22.1:
••
to
•
53.0
19.6: •e 50.0
21.6: 4.0 : 52.5
25.2: 6.6 : 56.0
22.6: 5.0 : 54.0
26.9: 3.9 : 57.5
21.6: 2.9 : 52.5
19.6: 2.0 : 50.0
20.4:
•
.6 :
•
51.0
20.0: 3.0 i 50.5
20.7: 3.2 2 51.5
19.5: 3.6 : 49.5
20.4: 1.6 : 51.0
21.0: 2.7 : 52.0
20.7: .3 : 51.5
20.0: 2.4 : 50.5
20.4: 4.1 : 51.0
22.4: 5.6 : 53.5
19.6:
•
2.1 :
s
50.0
20.4: •4 : 51.0
19.3: •« 50.0
3? .6: 2.1 : 50.0
21.0 ; 2.1 : 52.0
21.0s 4.6 : 52.0
21.6: 3.6 : 52.5
21.0: 3.2 : 52.0
230: 2.7 : 54.5
19.5: .6 : 49.5
21.0; 10.5 : 52.0
21.0: 9.6 : 52.0
21.0: 10.2 : 52.0
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body sorfaco mist b« removed. That Is* a pert of the water
content of the faces and urine mj be evaporated. It was felt
that this was not the ease In this stable dtirlnc the Invest!—
gatlonal period. The stable was ttoroophly cleaned twice a
day and dry soft wood shavings were used for bedding and down
the litter alleyvay. It is actually possible ttet the shavii«s
nay have absorbed some of the water vap^^r from the air under
the nore hwnid conditions.
The instances where little or no moisture has been shown
to condense in the building the total inolatnre rertoved has
been plotted against stabl<» tenperature In Fig. 20 to show an
estimate of the expected water vapor production. The actual
equation of the line froa a etmrilinear regression analysis ist
Y s 6.013 - 0.19643C ♦ 0.001942X2
The enrve has significant etcrvilinearity In regression
although it does give a low valne at the higher temperatures.
It has a tendency to flatten off and turn up at the lower
tenperatures bat due to few data in this range it should not
be extended according to the equation but should gradually
slope down to the left similar to the dotted expected curve.
C. Temperature Differential Through Heat Exchai^er
Turing the first month of o)}eration the outside of tha
nain duct was bare. There was very good heat exehaf^e between
the two types of air the inerais^ air showing a meh greater
increase in tenperatvre than there was decrease in the exhaust
-90-
Table 3
Temperature Suiawary - Duct Uninsulated
(Unlts: temperature )
as-
•
•
Line:
^>>0 •' •
to ts tin tid tld-tln) t«s ted tes-ted): (t«B«-tln}
34: 16.5 53.0 29 44.0 15.0 57.0 46.5 10.5 28.0
35: 16.0 54.0 27.5 43.0 15.5 57.0 46.0 11.0 29.5
39: 3.5 50.0 15.0 36.0 21.0 56.0 44.5 11.5 41.0
40: -3.0 51.0 12.5 34.5 22.0 56.0 43.5 12.5 43.5
44: 0 50.5 16.0 35.0 19.0 54.5 42.5 12.0 38.0
45: -5.0 51-5 11.5 33.0 21.5 54.0 39.0 15.0 42.5
49: 17.5 49.5 25.0 37.5 12.5 53.0 43.5 9.5 28.0
50: 8.5 51.0 21.5 36.5 15.0 54.5 43.0 11.5 33.0
54: 25.0 55.0 30.5 42.0 12.0 58.0 48.0 10.0 27.5
55: 27.5 56.0 32.0 43.0 11.0 59.0 48.5 10.5 27.0
59: 12.5 51.5 22.5 36.0 13.5 54.0 44.0 10.0 31.5
60: 10.0 54.0 20.0 37.5 17.5 57.0 44.0 13.0 37.0
64: -3.0 52.0 16.0 35.0 19.0 57.0 44.0 13.0 41.0
65:-12,5 52.0 7.0 33.5 27.5 56.0 39.5 16.5 49.0
69: -8.5 51.5 9.5 33.0 23.5 57.0 41.0 16.0 47.5
70:-13.0 50.5 4.0 28.5 24.5 54.5 38.0 16.5 50.5
74: 8.0 51.0 22.0 37.0 15.0 55.5 45.5 10.0 33.5
75: 5.5 53.5 20.5 37.5 17.5 57.0 46.5 10.5 36.5
79: 5.0 53.0 20.0 37.0 17.0 57.0 46.0 11.0 37.0
do: 0.5 52.5 16.5 34.0 17.5 56.5 44.0 12.5 40.0
84: 12.0 49.5 18.5 33.0 14.5 51.0 42.0 9.0 32.5
85: 8.0 48.0 15.5 30.0 14.5 51.0 40.5 10.5 35.5
89: 0 52.0 14.5 34.0 19.5 55.0 43.0 12.0 40.5
90: 1.0 50.0 12.5 31.0 18.5 53.0 41.0 12.0 40.5
94: 9.5 51.0 17.5 34.5 17.0 53.0 41.5 11.5 35.5
95: 9.0 50.0 16.5 32.0 15.5 53.0 41.0 12.0 36.5
99: -1.0 51.5 17.0 35.5 18.5 55.0 44.0 11.0 38.0
100: -11.5 50.0 8.5 30.0 21.5 54.0 41.5 12.5 45.5
104: -4.5 52.0 12.5 33.5 21.0 55.5 42.0 13.5 43.0
105: -7.5 52.0 10.5 32.5 22.0 56.0 43.0 13.0 45.5
109: 1.0 : 52.0 : 18.0 : 36.0 18.0: 56.0 : 44.5 11.5: 3B.0
110: 6.0 : 53.0 : 19.0: 37.0 18.0 : 57.C : 46.5 10.5 : 38.0
114: 13.05 55.0 : 24.5 : 39.0 14.5 : 57.5 : 47.0 10.5 : 33.0
115: 8.0: 53.5 : 19.5 : 36.0 16.5 : 58.0: 46.0 12.0 : 38.5
119: 16.0: 53.0 : 26.5: 39. Of 12.5 : 56.5 : 46.5 10.0 : 30.0
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Table 3 Continued
•
a
Line: to
^0.:
•
E ts : tin
:
• •
tld :(t]d«>tln): tes
• •
• #
ted
ft
(b€s8«-te^ ^;ea-tin)
a
•
120: 11.0 54.0 23.0
• •
! 33.5? 15.5'! 57.5 47.0 10.5 34.5
124: 7.5 52.0 19.5 34.0: 14.5: 54.5 43.0 11.5 35.0
125: 6.5 54.0 20.5 36.5: 16.0: 57.5 46.0 11.5 37.0
129: 5.5 51.5 21.5 37.5: 16.0: 56.0 45.5 10.5 34.5
130: -1.0 52.5 16.0 34.0: IS.O: 56.0 43.0 13.0 40.0
134: 5.5 51.0 2C.0 36.0: 16.0: 56.0 44.5 11. > 36.0
135: -2,5 51.0 12.5 32.0: 19.5: 54.0 42.0 i;:.0 41.5
139: 14.5 53.0 2i..5 3V.5: 13.0: 55.0 45.5 9.5 31.5
140: 6.3 5^ .0 19.5 37.0: 17.5: 56.5 45.5 11.5 37.0
to « outside air
ts » average stable air
tin • incoming air into heat exchanger
tld B incoming air discharged from heat exchanger
tes s exhaust air into heat exchanger
ted a axliaust air discharged froa heat exchanger
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air. This of eomum was Anm to the axhaost air la the duet
fsinlng heat fnm tha stable air and thns b«li% able to msln^
tain a greater tcwaperattcre dlfferentlfll between the alra,
Pfawever* this extra gain of heat by the inooming air was at
the expense of increased heat loss fron the stable with an
actual reduction In efficiency of the exchanger. The effi
ciency of the exchanger is measured not by the increase in tha
inconlng air temperature alime, but Is Inversely proportional
to the dlffsrenca In temperature between the Ineosdng air ten*
perature as it eaters the exchanger and the exhaust air t«»<»
perature as it leawws the exchanger. Therefore tt was felt that
by Inowlating the duet a wlnlnnn of heat would be transferred
froK the stable to the air In the exchanger and a narlmun
reduction In the exhaust air could be obtained thereby increas-
Ing the efficiency of the unit.
This was actually the case as will be shown in the informa
tion to follow. It was also soraewhat verified by the remarks
of the stablemen after the insulation was Installed to the
effect that the stable seemed a lot warwer. This however Hsy
have been soaewhat influenced by the psychological effect of
the installation.
Ths tanparatwre sunaary for the systen with the duct
uninsulated Is shown in Table 3 and for the duct with insula
tion in Table 4. The increase In the Incoming air temperature
and the decrease in the exhaust air temperature are plotted as
ordlnates In Fig. 21. The abscissa at the bottom is the
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Table 4
Temperature Suoseary - Duct Insulated
(Units: toEiperature
•
•
Line: to
Ko.:
ts tin tid tes :ted
p
t
•
1
*
(tea-tia}
•
144i 19.5 54.0 31.5 42.0 d.5 56.0 ! 46.0 10.0 24.5
145; 16.0 5i^.C 23.5 40.0 11.5 56.0: 45.5 10.5 27.5
149: -4.0 52.0 16.0 33.0 17.0 54.0: 40.5 13.5 3^.0
1505 -6.0 52.5 12.0 32.0: 20.0 54.5 s 38.5 16.0 42.5
154: -2.5 49.5: 20.0 35.5 15.5 55.5: 43.0 12.5 35.5
155: -a.5 50.0 12.0 31.0 19.0 54.0 3^.5 15.5 42.0
159: 2.0 50.5 20.0 35.0 15.0 55.0 42.5 12.5 35.0
160: 2.5 52.0 19.0 34.0 15.0 54.5 42.5 12.0 35.5
164: 20.5 54.0 32.0 42.0 10.0 57.0 47.0 10.0 25.0
165; 19.0
f
54.0 31.5 41.0 9.5 56.0 47.0 9.0 24.5
169: 12.0 53.5 23.0 39.0 11.0 56.5 45.0 11.5 23.5
170: 11.5 54.0 26.0 33.5 12.5 56.0 45.0 11.0: 30.0
174: 32.0 53.0 40.5 49.0 d.5 61.0 53.0 3.0 20.5
175: 2H.0 5o.O 39.5 47.5 3.0 60.5 51.5: 9.0 21.0
179: 12.5 51.0 23.0 37.0 14.0 56.0 43.5 12.5 33.0
laC: 6.5 52.5 17.0: 36.0 19.0 55.5 42.0 13.5 33.5
184: 1".5 54.0 30.0 41.0 11.0 57.0 46.5 10.5 27.0
1^5: lo.5 55.5 30.0 41.5: 11.5 53.5 4^U0 10.5 23.5
U9i 39.0 60.0 44.0 52.0: g.O 67.5 54.5 3.5 13.5
19C: 37.0 59.5 41.0 50.0: 9.0 62.0 53.5 3.5 21.0
194: 3^.0 60.5:I 41.0 49.0 3.0 61.5 53.5 3.0: 20.5
195: 33.0 59.5: 40.0 49.0 9.0 62.0 53.0 9.0 22.0
199: 26.0 61.0: 3t^.O 4S.0 10.0 63.0 53.5 9.5 25.0
200: 27.5 60.0: 37.0: 47.5 10.5 63.0 52.5 10.5 26.0
2C4: 20.0 56.0 34.0 44.5 10.5 58.C 49.0 9.0 24.0
205: 14.5 51.0 24.0 36.5 12.5 54.0 41.5 12.5 30.0
209: 11.5 56.0 23.5 40.0 16.5: 56.0 44.5 11.5: 32.5
21C: 8.5i 54.0 20.0 33.0 13.0: 56.5 42.5 13.5 36.5
2U: 12.5: 57.5 2S.0 42.5 14.5: 60.0 4a.o 12.0 32.0
215: S.5: 5^\0
• e
24.5 41.0 17.0: 59.0t 46.0 13.0 34.5
219: 13.CJ 56.0 30.5 42.0 12.0: 59.0: 47.5 11.5 23.5
220: 9.5: 54.5 26.0 39.0 13.0: 57.0: i»5.0 12.0 31.0
224« ?C.5: 55.C 29-0 41.0 12.0s 56.5J 1.5.5 ii.a 27.5
225! 20,0: 56.0 2g.0 41»0 13%0. 53 *0 46k 0 12,0 30»0
229J 3^.0: 59.5 43.5 51.0 7.5 61,0 54.0 7.0 17.5
Table 4 Continued
Line
No.
•
0
: to
•
ts tin tid at5d-«n) tes
•
: ted
«
•
(tes-4fid> tes-tin
•
•
230 i 3S.5 60.0 43.0 50.5 7.5 61.5 54.5
•
7.0: 1^.5
234: 28.0 60.0 39.0 4^.5 9.5 61.5 52.5 9.0: 22.5
235 : 27.0 60.0 35.5 47.0 11.5 62.0 52.0 10.0: 26.5
239 : 31.5 59.0 39.5 4i?.0 3.5 61.0 52.5 S.5: 21.5
240 : 29.0 60.0 37.5 47.5 10.0 62.5 53.5 9.0: 25.0
244: 28.5 53.5 39.0 47.5 a.5 61.0 51.5 ^.5: 22.0
245 : 28.0 57.5 36.5 46.0 9.5 60.0 51.0 9.0: 23.5
247 : -5.0 54.5 S.5 31.0 22.5 57.0 3^.5 16.5: 43.5
251 : -2.0^ 52.5 10.C 33.0 23.0 57.0 41.0 16.0: 47.0
252:-12.5 52.0 2.0 2f3.5 26.5 56.0 36.0 20.0: 54.0
256 : 24,0 55.0 33.5 45.5 12.0 59.5 4^ .C 11.5: 26.0
257 : 25.0 59.5: 33.5 43.0 14.5 62.0 50.5 11.5: 23.5
261 : 27.5 56.5: 35.0 46.0 11.0 59.0 49.0 10.0: 24.0
262 : 24.5 55.0: 32.0 42.0 10.0 57.0: 47.0 10.0: 25.0
266: 26.0 57.5: 37.5: 46.5 9.0: 59.0 49.5 9.5: 21.5
267 26.0 57.5: 37.5: 46.5 9.0 59.0 50.0 9.0; 21.5
271 22.5 57.5: 32.5: 44.0 11.5 59.0 43.5 10.5: 26.5
272 16.5 56.5 28.0: A1.5 13.5 53.5 47.0 11.5: 30.5
276 13.0 56.0 25.0: 39.5 14.5 5rt.O 45.0 13.0: 33.0
277 7.5: 54.0 20.5 37.5 17.5 58.0 44.0 14.0: 37.5
2^1 6.0: 55.0 16.0 35.5 19.5 55.0 42.5 15.5I 42.0
2B2 -3.0: 52.0 a.o 31.0 23.0 57.0 39.0 13.0: 49.0
2S6 13.0 56.5 21.5 38.5 17.5: 5^^.5 45.0 13.5: 37.0
237 6.0 54.5 16.0 36.0 20.01 5^.5 43.5 17.0: 42.5
291 17.0 57.0 27.0 41.0 14.0 59.5 46.5 13.0: 32.5
292 15.0 55.0 24.5 39.0 14.5 59.0 45.0 14.0: 34.5
296 34.0 61.0 41.0 50.0 9.0 63.0 54.5 3.5: 22.0
297 33.0 60.5 40.0 4^5.5 63.0 54.5 3.5: 23.0
301 41.5 64.0 47.0 55.0 a.o 65.5 5^.0 7.5: 13^5
302: 43.5 64.5 4^.5
1
56.0 7.5 66.5 59.5 7.0: 13.0
306: 32.0 63.0: 41.5 51.5 10.0 65.5 56.5 9.0t 24.0
307: 26.0 61.0: 36.5 4^.0 11.5 65.0 53.5 11.5: 2S.5
311: 32.0 63.0: U.5 50.0 a.5 65.0 56.0 9.0; 23.5
312j 29.5 62.5: 39.0 49.5 10.5 65.0 55.0 10.0: 26.0
316: 32.5 61,5: 41.0 50.5 9.5 63.0 55.0 S.O: 22.0
317: 35.0 62.0: 40.5 50.0 9.5 64.0 55.0 9.0: 23.5
321: 47.0 65.0: 51.5 57.0 6.5 67.0 60.5 6.5: 15.5
322s 40.0 64.0: 45.0 54.0 9.0: 66.0 5S.0 8.0; 21.0
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tmp^ratisre fllfferenc® Tiotve«n tho Incoming alp and tha «»Thnuat
alp antarli^ the axehBn^ep op In othep ^fords th^ tampepatnra
dlffapaaea at whleh heat exehanfe begins. The abselssa thpough
the eentaop op sepo Una la a base fop noting the Ineoslng and
erhatist alp tmpex^ature changes for vapylng Ineonlng air
entrance temperatures with the exhaost air entering the exchanger
at 55® r.
The e<!aations fer the ctmres as obtained by a currlllnear
regression analysis ar«^s
For the dtiet uninsulated i
T Incoming air = 2.966 ♦ •1B33X ♦ .005356^2
T exhpust air = 8,19 - •0755'C ♦ .r>04476x^
Ttur the duet Insulated1
T Incoming air « 1.182 ♦ .2917* ♦ .003^42X2
T exteuat air = 2.194 ♦ .290ex * .00066Sl^
The earns all show significant eorvllinearity In regres
sion with the exeeptloa of the one for the exhenst air insit*
lated duct ^ which might be represented by a straifht line
although there is a noticeable curve to It when plotted. There
is a noticeable reduction In the l7»crease of Ineonlnp nlr tea-
pfTature in the insulated duct data but a greater difference
In the dacrei^se of the coprespondliv exh?»ust air tenperature.
There still is, howerer, a greater increase In Incmnlng air
temperature than decrease In exhaust air temperature indicating
that with eosparable air flow there still is sone transfer of
heat trxm the stable air to the exhaust air in the duet. It
-97-
•hould appreciated that the cxkpvb In Fig. 21 are repre-
eentatlTe of the heat exchanger ayatem uaed In thla particular
experiment and for the airflow, twnperatore and hnmWlty con
ditions encountered. They will not iNftcesaarlly apply to
other systems end conditions but certainly give a good indi
cation of what to expect. There is a slight asHyant of diver-
gence frtai the curves of some points which It is felt is prl-
inarlly due to the rate of condensation occuring on tl» pipes.
This effect will be discussed more fully later.
P. CoBparison of Theoretical and Actual
Heat Transfer Coefficients
The fomolas presented by Brown and Marco (5) for heat
transfer under forced convection conditions In pipes ere based
on flow through and around perfectly swooth pipes. As noted
previously any roughness of the pipes or Induced turbulence
in the system should increase the rate of heat twiMfer# Thla
WAS actually the case as shown in Table 5 heat exchanger coef
ficients stHwary for the uninsulated duct and Table € for the
insulated condition.
The complete calculations for line Ko. 84 of Table 5 will
be given to Illustrate the m^nnxsr In vhlch the tabulated coef-
ficents were derived. A checlc on the value of the Beynolds
maiber uelng the ninimnB velocity of flow In the pipes shows
that all TOOdltlons wre in turbulent flow.
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- ^ ^ ^ a 16,600
vhleh la well ^hore the critical range of 2100 to 3100«
Cross section area Inlet t>lpes a^x * 8 —#70 S(i« ft
Area of wain dtiet « " 1.6o5 sq* ft.
Ares of amwlsr spscs » 1«605 - *70 s 0.905 sq. ft.
Total stirfaee apoa of pipes » 77^ x^ x 44.96 x 8
Z 376 sq. ft.
KqnlTalent pipe dlaweter (De) - ^
• rit$g = "•
Tsloelty In lnl«t rlp«s • ®^^30 ft/«ln.
Telocity In amolar apae* » ft/aln.
M. .flgggJi (m)-®
„ , -ngne » .0129 r y H.991?)
.333 .0413
s 5.44 BTU/(hr)(sq ft)(®F)
ho «.Qg^K (2a^)-®
- -neog^r^^oi^4 (^4*^2 T ^
Z 4.18 RTr/(hr)(8q ft)(®K)
i' ♦ xrii - •!»" •=» • -^3
TJ(t) • • 2.37 BTU/{hr)(8q ft)(®F)
.8
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. Sa-=-2b
te a Cte# - tia) s 51.0 - 18.5 - 32.5
Ob s (tad - tid) B 42.0 - 33.0 z 9.0
9^"
Q(t) = UAem
Q(t) = 2.76 * 376 X 18.3 » 16,300 BTF/hr
tfQ = hmi - hn^
• hi - Ife ♦ H(1059 * .453 «t)
X7.92 _4.44 * 12tO{^P?9 "^^5^ ''
« 3.49 BTUAb »lr
Q(a) • 3.49 * 5720 a 20,000 BTU/hr
' 37^T^i8.3 »2.91 BTn/(hr){.«, ft)<OF)
Th# W®P«11 co«fflel«nts Tr(t) and TT(a) ar« plotted against
Toltaw of air In Flg« 22, The aettwl coefficients show appre
ciably greater transfer than the theoretically calculated ones.
The Insulated duct also shows consistently j^eater efficiency
In hePt exchani^e over the system than wh<»n uninsulated. The
equations for the actual coefficient curves when plotted
against volume of air from a curvilinear regression analysis
are I
Uninsulated • T « .178 ♦ .182 5X - ,0024X2
Insulated - Y » .1251 ♦ .2488X - .OOflC^
There Is bsrely significance of curvlllnsarlty in recession
snd the relationships sight conceivably be represented by
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straight lines. The insulated curve converges towards the
theoretical line at the lowest point srare than it probably
would if then were nore data In this range.
It is to be noted in Table 6 that at the top range of the
insulated curve there is very little or no condensate collected
f^OB the exchanger system. It might well then be concluded
that in this range the increased heat exchange is due entirely
to increased turbulence in the system.
It was frequently observed and may be noted in "Bemarks**
column of Table I of Appendix that though there was no conden
sate collected from the systen there was slight condensation
on the outsit^e of the pipes usually at the north end. The
condensate was re-evaporated before reaching the low end
of the duct. This may account for some of the divergence of
the points within this flow range. With further reference to
the condensate collected the (luantlties shown are no doubt
not quite the avcnrage for the period due to a certain lag In
the draining of the condensate. This was particularly true
when frost formed on the pipes. Thus quite frequently there
were large quantities of condensate collected at the noon
period, after frosting had occurred during the night - part of
which should have no doubt been Included In the nomlng records •
The top range In the uninsulated duct shows appreciable
condensation accompanying the Increased heat exchange which
doubtless has some effect on the outside surface conductance as
*111 be shown later and thus this increase in heat transfer
-107-
eannot b« entirely attributed to Increase tur^nlenee. The
•ztremelj divergent points from this curve at 9*7 c.f.s. ere
attributed to the frost formation on the pipes which occurred
at these times* Aside from the addition of the heat of fusion
of the lee there would no doubt be eonslderably more turbulence
of the air In the annular spaee due to the nuoh rougher pliM
surface. These two effects must more than offset the ii»u*
lating effect of the layer of frost on tha pipes in order to
produce such large coefficient values.
That thpre Is a percentng© increpse betwe*»n the theoreti
cal and actual coefficient curves as the voluwe of sir flow
decreases is shown In Table ^ and may he observed from the
curves of Fig. 22. This percentage increase Is not due to the
redaction in air flow but to the Increased rate of condensation
at the lower temperatures for operation at which the air flov
was necessarily reduced. A varying rate of Increase would of
course no doubt have been effected had the air flow been altered
at axQT maintained temperature differential but would not likely
have followed the percentage rates as shown here. There la
therefore a maxlnnffi of 10 percent of the Increase in heat trans*
fer at the lower airflow range that may he attributed to the
effect of condensation under the Insulated conditions. Kstl-
matlng a coefficient for the 21.4 c.f.s. range Trom the equa
tion for uninsulated duct w© get a TT(a) v«lue of 2.99 BTH which
represents a corresponding increase in transf^ over the theo
retical of 117 percent* Assunii^ that there would be no
-1(^
condensation in th«? system mider this flow condition a maxl-
mm •altia of 11.5 percent of the increase in the heat transfer
under the low airflow condition in the uninsulpted system may
he attributed to the effect of condensation.
Table 7
Cmnparison of Overall Transfer Coefficlenta
Vo - c.f.s
21.4
20.8
19.0
14.8
12.6
U.6
9.6
4.9
2.56
2.50
2.35
1.93
1.70
1.58
1.34
.79
m
nsnlated
% of u(cr
2.99*
2.775
2.35
2.10
1.97
1.72
1.01
117.0
118.2
120.2
123.5
124.5
126.5
128.5
3.37
3.32
3.16
2.68
2.37
2.22
1.89
1.05
*Kstl«at(K) fron •quatlon.
E. Cdsparlson of Theoretical and Aetoal
Surface Coefficients
% of P(t)
131.5
133.0
134.5
139.0
139.5
140.5
141.0
135.0
The result of increased turbulence on actual heat trans
fer la due to the effect of the turbulence on the surface
coefficients. A atady of the fonmla for these surface coeffi
cients shows that this turbulence directly affects the constant
in the formula the value of which is given by Brom and Marco
(5) as 0.0202 for smooth pipes. An increase In turbulence
T
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slumld glTe a proportionate laerease in the valtie of this
eonstant* Tn the insnlated dtmt vhare there is no eondensatioa
it luis been sog^ested that the total increase in heat transfer
is due to increased air turhulenee in hoth the inconing air and
exhaust sections of the syftten. Thus if there vere equally as
much increase in turbulence In both sections the equation con
stant would be Ineressed an eqiMl amount sn^ proportionate to
the Increase In heat transfer which In this Instance woul*i be
31.5 per cent. This would produce a C value of 0,0266« In
the tminsulated duet a C value of 0,0234 would be slallarly
produced. 8inee ecmdensation on the outside of the pipes will
not affeet the inside surface coefficient its valtie of C will
be constant over the entire range of conditions. This will
not be the ease, however, in the outside coefficients when
condensation occurs but the value should increase by a further
afBount depending on the rate of condensation. A conparlson of
the coefficient values Is given in Table 8 with them plotted
against the velocity of the air in the respective sections of
the erchanger In Figs# 23 and ?4, The uninsulated system shows
a rather constant increasing rate in the outside coefficient
ho(ac} over the theoretical ho(t). In the Insulated systen
there is a gr«iter increasii^ rate at the higher velocities but
this drops off noticeably at the lower rates*
-in-
Tabla 8
Coiaparlson of Thaoratleal and Aetnal Surface Coeffielentg
IBilaiZCMZHSsa
•- ft» hi ihl(ae)
Ins./win (t)
fflt; - M
hi(ac)
onlns
1835
1780
1630
1260
1050
995
S30
410
6.0c
5.83
5.45
4.46
3.84
3.70
3.19
1.83
7.90
7.65
7.15
5.85
5.05
4.85
4.20
2.40
X
7.02
6.81
6.38
5.21
4.50
*.33
3.73
2.14
V- ft
/mln
1395
1370
1260
982
864
785
655
327
iO
(t)
4.50
4.44
4.18
3.40
3.05
2.83
2.45
1.41
(hoTJac
Ins
5.91
5.87
5.68
4.95
4.46
4.10
3.43
ac,
onlns
5.20
4.92
4.28
3.93
3.62
3.19
1.84 :1.91
T. hg.
C
(Ins)
,0266
.0267
,0275
.0294
.0296
.0293
,0283
.0274
i.
c
(onlns)
,0234
,0238
,0254
,0260
,0260
,0263
,0274
Although the total eeonnt of condensation does not Increase
to angr extent at the lower air flow rates as shown In Tablp 6.
The rate of eondensatlon per onlt toIubw of air floe does
Inerease. Tba average rate In the nnlnsalated state varies tram
0.101 lbs per e.f.s. at 19.0 e.f.s. to 0.56 lbs per at
4.9 e.f.s. The average In the Insulated state varies ftron
0.06 lbs per e.f.s. at 20.8 e.f.s. to 0.79 lbs per e.f.s. at
4.9 e.f.s. It Is this Increasft In rate of condensntlon as the
airflow deereaaes that enases the proportionate Increases In the
heat transfer coefficient at those loner slrflow rates. This
of coTirse Is also true at similar airflow rates and Is no doubt
the partial reason for the divergent coefficlpnt values In Fig. 22,
-112-
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Thlfl Increase In rate of condensation resulted In a maxlnnn
overall increase In heat transfer of 11«^ percent In tht
oninsnlated system and 10 percent in the Instilated*
F« Temperature and Ronldlty In the Stable
There was nsually a temperature differential from one
Mid of the stable to the other of from 2 to 8 degrees* This
was as expected when cold air is brought in at one end of the
stable and the wartn exhanst removed from the other end. This
differential was possibly Influenced to a degree by the h«Rt
^in from the adjoininur stable section at the warp^er end.
There was also quite a variable temperature differential of
3 to 10 degrees between floor and ceiling; although at no time
did the floor temperature drop belov 43 degrees F, There was
an appreciable awNmt of fluctiution in this differential
which was apparently dependent on the actual temperature In
the stable and the direction of the wind. The Inrger differ*
ences occulting with warm stable and an east wind.
The relative humidity was consistently higher at floor
level than at the ceiling by as much ss 10 per cent. This
was especially true on mild days when frost would melt on the
vindo«8 end run down the concrete wall. The average differ
ence was about 3 percent higher at the floor than at the cell
ing. During the period that the system was operated uninsulated
the average humidities were 73*6 per cent at the flow and 70.1
per eent at the ceiling. These were reduced during the period
-114-
of operation with thft <^tict Insttlpt^d to 71 p«rc«»nt at tha
floor and 68.4 parcant ©t the calling. This tends to fiirther
substantiate the >i«tter efficiency In effectiveness of the sys-
tasi when Insulated. This Is to be compared to the condition
bafora this ventilation system wrs in operation «hon the aver-
aga huBldlty at floor laval was 83 par cant and that at tha
calling 81 pareant,
0. Stable Heat Balance With and Witb^*
out Heat Exchanger
1. rmmtmnt owtaij* t—awatHT* aai ytrU^lv ImMt
The various he^.t loss and gain factors have been suannar-
ized In Table 9 to show an actual heat balance In the stable
under a constant outside tenpersture of 10 degrees and relative
humidity 60 percent with variable stable temperatures but at
a constant relative hualdlty of 70 percent. The actual zero
balance without tha use of heat exchanger costes at slightly
higher than 45 degrees whereas when nslng the exchanger tha
balance Is at slightly higher than 55 degrees. Fig, 25 actually
shows the zero points at 46 and 56 degreea respectively. In
other words with an outside tepperature of 10 degrees F the
laexliiniii stable temperature that could be nalntalnc^ under full
ventilation rate and at 70 per cent relative humidity without
the use of the heat eTchanger would be 46 degreea F whereas
with the exchanger the stable could be onlntalned at up to ^6
degrees F raaxloun with eofliparnble humidity conditions. By mil
-115-
•entUatlm rat« Is veant the required qusntlty of air to
earry off the nolatiire prodtioed tmder the specific conditions.
The latter ease noted above ms actually about the average
ecmdltlon la the stable. It was possible to nalntaln the
tenperatnre In the stable at 55 degrees and a r«l»tlve huald-
Ity of 70 percent end less for outside temperature down to
about 10 degrees; below this point It was necessary to restrict
the •entllatlon rat© In order to maintain the desired tenpera
tnre with the result that the relative humidity increased and
condensation occurred on the walls. The relative huwldlty
Increased to 90 fmr cent end over under the sub-sero tempera
tures.
The actual percent saving or conservation of the ven
tilation heat loss my be noted from Table 9. It varies from
about 41.5 percent to 48.5 percent. This is a very worth
while saving.
hsooo
r{<^ 2S
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Tftbl* 9
Stabl* Beat Bslance With and Withoijt Beat Rxehanger
•ariable Stable Tenperntnre
Beat Factor* - BTTT/hr/cow w40 -
Total hent prodnction
s s : s 1
13490X349^> *3490834901 3490 3490
Heat to vaporlxe water s 690t 7701 8901I0701 1370 1820
Available sensible heat i2800i2720i2600i2420i 2120 1670
Building heat loss » 790i 920jl050sllR0i 1310 1450
Infiltration heat loss 1 I7O1 200t 2301 2601 290 320
Vent, heat loss withmit
•xehar^er
t S t 8 S
t 8 t 8 S
i15OOi151Oi1550i169Oi 2010 2420
Heat gain frow exehanfer 1 690: 73O1 7«0» 8IO1 920 1020
Heat bnl?*nce without heat
e^rehanger
t t t t }
t 1 8 : :
t 340« 00»-230i.710:.-1490 -2470
Heat balance with heat
exchanger
» S i Z X
1 8 1 : t
110301 8201 5lOj lOOi- 570 -15<>0
Toltme ventllntlon air -
cu ft/(hr)(cow)
18 8 8 8
t 8 8 8 8
I2630i23l082080t2060t 2220
t t t 8 t
2450
2. P.gta^fln^ laslflfi tmpwretgra with variable oatalde
twiteritm-e
A stable heat balance rniSer ecntdltlons of a constant
Inside temperature of 55 degrees and relative hwildlty 70
percent with variable outside tenperatures at 60 percent rela
tive tnnldity for two different AC building eonstnictlon
values Is shown In Table 10 and Fig. 26.
It My be noted frora Table 10 that under these conditions
.U8.
Table 10
Stable Heat Balnnce V^ith and Without
Heat Exchanger at Variable Outside Tenpera-
tores (Inside Tezaperature 55^ at 70 Percent BR)
Beat Factors - BTTJ/(hr)(c«i)
40
tw -IS
0 US'
Total heat production
Heat to Taporlze water
Ayaliable sensible heat
Infiltration heat loss
Bnlldlnc heat loss • AC s
BuHdlns heat loss « AC «
Tentllatlon heat loss
without heat exchancer
Heat gain froa exchanger
Heat balance without
exchanger « AC s 25
Heat balance with
exchanger • AC a 25
Heat balance without
exchanger - AC a 15
HMt balance with
exchanger AC • 15
Yolmte ventilation air -
cu. ft/(hr)(cow)
25
15
3490
1240
2250
90
380
230
1170
390
610
1000
760
1150
4150
I I
3490I3490
t
1240tl240
•
2250!2250
t
1401 200
t
630t 880
s
3801 530
I45O1I690
t
630f 780
301-520
s
t
660s 260
t
I
28O1-170
I
I
910t 610
306012530
3490
1240
2?50
260
1130
680
i960
870
-1100
- 230
- 650
220
2260
3490
1240
2250
320
1380
830
2250
980
-1700
- 720
-1150
- 170
2110
3490
1240
2250
370
I63O
980
2570
1000
-2320
-1320
-1670
- 670
2050
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acttln tha coasarvatlon of th© ventilation heat loss using the
•xehanc^ is from 34 to 46 percent. The *ero heat balance of
bnildli^ with AC value of 25 eoMs at about 14 degrees F, This
is somewhat less than the temperat^e differential obtained ftom
Fig, 25. The aetoal estimated AC value of the experlnental
stable based on the outside walls is 26,3• However considering
there was a slight heat gain through the partition at all times
of about 30 BTlI/(hr)(cow) this nakes the actual AC value equal
to 25.
Reducing the AC value from 25 to 15 permits full ventila
tion under these specific conditions for Fig. 26 without the
haat incehanger of only 5-1/2 degrees lower tepiperature whereas
with the heat exchanger this differential la shown to he 10-1/2
degrees* The heat balance using construction with an AC value
of 5 no heat exchanger Is dotted la which closely approxl-
mtes the sero balance of the AC • 25 curve with heat exchanger.
This tends to indicate that the use of the heat exchai^er in
a stable with AC « 25 will give equivalent ventilation^ tem
perature and humidity control as that obtained In a stable with
AC = 5 when ventilated by sone other means In which the ven
tilation air la untwnpered. Assuming 130 sq. ft. of outside
surface area per cow, this means the average weighted C or TJ
values for the stables must be 0.192 and 0,038 BTU/(hr)(sq ft)
(®F) respectively.
The conditions under which Table 11 and Fig. 27 were
dervlsed are inside tMiperatore 50 degrees F at relative
•121.
Table 11
Stable Heat Balance With and Without
Beat Exehaager at Vitrlable Oatslde Tempera
tures (Inside Teaperature at 75 percent BH)
Heat Factors - BTTT/(hr)(co*)
Qntside Teaperature - *^"7
30 1 20 t 10 t 0 I -10 t -20
Total heat prodtictlon
Hept to Taporlxe water
Available sensible heat
Inflltrntlon heat loss
Bnlldlng hast loss - AC « 25
Bulldine heat loss - AC = 15
Ventilation heat loss
vithoat exchanger
Beat gain fro« exchanger
Heat balance vlthoot
exchnnger - AC s 25
Heat balance with
exchanger - AC as 25
Heat balance without
exchanger - A^ « 15
Heat balance with
exchanger - AC s 15
Volume •entilatlon air -
cu ft/(hr)(cow)
349013*90
t
104011040
I
245O1245O
t
llOx 170
t
500J 750
t
300i 450
X
t
1170x1420
s
490s 660
X
6701 110
X
1160! 770
X
BTOt 410
X
X
1360x1070
3070x2460
3490
1040
2450
230
1000
600
1680
780
-460
320
- 60
720
2170
i.
3490
1040
2450
290
1250
750
i960
860
-1050
- 190
- 550
310
2010
3490
1040
2450
340
1500
900
2250
920
-1640
• 720
-1040
- 120
1910
3490
1040
2450
400
1750
1050
2430
-2130
-1430
1740
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hnmidlty 75 pere«nt. This Is probably more nearly the nstial
eondltions in stables in the colder sore northerly sections
anA are well within the seoT»e of this eirperlsent* The eon-
serration of •entilatlon heat loss nsing the heat exchanger
onder these conditions varies frofs 41 to 46 percent.
The acttial zero heat balance tenperattire of Figs, 26 and
27 are hlghpr than those Indicated in Fig. 25 and froa actual
obsex^atlons throTighont the experiment. The innin reason for
this Is that in the later Instances an allowance has been
H»de for water vaporized fron the feces and orlne as suggested
in Section XX^ D and F, This added 0.159 pounds per cow per
hour to the water to be re«oved« in Table 10 and ,153 pounds in
Table 11* As noted previously it was felt that there was very
little if aigr water vaporised from these sources during the
experin^t and consecjttently Table 9 snd Fig. 25 were based
on that assumption*
A comparison of Figs* 2^^ and 27 shows that by decreasing
the stable te!^perature 5 degrees rnd permitting th<^ relative
hmldity to increase 5 per cent the zero heat balatKie occurs
at about 11 degrees lower temperature. An /iC value of 8 with
out hefit exch«nger ventilation Is shown equivalent to the
AC s 25 with heat exchanger In Fig. 27* This Is larger than
the equivalent value In Fig* 26 due to the ccwparatlve greatsr
effectiveness of insulation at the lover temperatures*
H* Fan Operation and Vvrnmr Baqnlrananta
The fans used In the STstaa were dafinltely not tha
daslred type for this particular installation* They vere used
beeause they vere the only ones that it was possible to obtain
at the time. The power consumption was quite high and overall
efficiency very low In both the incoming elr snd erh^ust air
units. The air horsept^er may he estimated by the formula!
®hK 3!,06<i
where
Q s volume of air in cu. ft./aln,
ht • total head - in* W,G«
dw « density of water Ibs/cn, ft.
The total heed (ht) Is the algebraic sum of the static and
velocity pressnres. In both sections of the exchsnger unit as
operated there was static head pressure, static suction pres
sure and velocity pnssnre.
The inooKlng air power at maxiaun rate of flow mmm
AHP = ^^0 33^0^ ^ « -576 HP
Total Ffficlency • • s 20.25?
The exhaust air power at naxlBum rate of flow wast
AHP s 3C 60 X ^pOO X62«4 _ ^12 X 33*000 = -^5 HP
Total Efficiency « ^ « 25.73{
o«0 X 220
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The Incoralng air fsns had long inl©t pipes on the suction
side which caused quite an appreclahle static suction pressure.
The exhaust fans had similarly long pipes on the discharge side
which resulted in fairly high static head pressures • If the
Inlet fans opened directly to the outside on the suction side
and the cxtoust ^ns on the discharge side th«se statle pre#*
sures could he considered as zero which would result In a
large reduction In the horsepower required to operate the
units.
The air horsepower required by the inlet units where the
fans are open to the atmosphere would be:
AHP • ^J.t9 ^60, ^ s .29 HP
Assuming a fan with mechanical efficiency of 50 percent were
used the rated horsepoTfer of motor required to drive It would
bes
RHP =-^ = .58 HP
Th® exhaust fan with discharge opening to the atmosphere would
requires
AHP a ^12^x^33•^o'^
Assuming a fan with wtechanlcal efficiency of p®r cent the
rated motor horsepower required would hex
RHP Z s .65 HP
The calibration of the favis was not corrected to standard
barometric pressure. It was felt there would not be signifi
cant rrror In considering standard pressure conditions since
the ireteorologlcal reports for the past five years showed a
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mean barometric prmsnwre of 29.6 Ins, Hg. with wTlwmH
variation dtorlx^ the three month period of plus or iMlnus one
lneh«
The stable vas iwtleeably fresher and less odorons than
the adjoining stable section althongh the temperature vas
nsnally abont five degrees cooler. However, thft adjoining
section wBs not a good stable to compari* with since it had
much less «all area exposed to the outside and received supple-
tsental steam heat along one side and end.
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VXI. STJB013STED TymOfW DKSION OF ErCHAMCKR
Although the axchBnger unit us«d in the «x|>eria«nt fune«-
tion«d vmry w«ll and conserved a snbstantial azurant of Tentl-
lation heat loss there are certain mechanical modlficaticms
that can be Bade to inprore the overall efficiency of the nnit
and facilitate installation and operBtion.
It was noted In the discussion above that the better the
unit was insulated fran the stable air the grenter ires the
efficiency of the net heat transfer of the escchanger unlt« It
is therefore suggested that the exchanger unit he placed in the
hay Htow and kept well insulated with hay or straw to reduce the
heat loss frorj the exhaust air within the unit. This will
greatly facilitate installation in barns with litter carrier
tracks htmg a short distance fr<HB the celling. It sl»>uld
give reasonably as good net heat exchange provided it is kept
well insulated*
The actiutl ventilation rate decreases as the outside te»->
perattzre decreases, under constant stable conditions, since
the specific humidity of the air Is less at the lower tempera
tures thus requiring a lessor volume of air to remove a given
quantity of water. The rate was observed to be, In the tables
of the previous section, about 24 c.f.s. through the exchanger
at maxlausi outside temperatures and about 15 c^f.s, at sero
stable heat balance temperature* At outside temperatures above
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this zsro Ittlance temperatitre ther« Is an excess of heat In
the building that vast be dissipated in some manner If the
stipulated stable temperatmre Is to be naintainad. This may
be aceonpllshed Inereaslng the aetnal Tentllatlon rate over
that reqalred. This will also rediuse the relative htasldity
In the stable vhleh in itself is quite satisfaetory as far as
stable conditions are concerned, but is not necessary* This
vas actually the situation in th<» experimental stable at above
zero stable heat balance temperatures. In order to keep the
temperature from rising In the stable with the heat exchanger
operating the flow was frequently Incre^ised by as imeh as 2^
percent over that estimated necessary to maintain the stipu
lated conditions. The relative horaidlty would correspoiwaingly
drop to 60 pereent or less at tlB»8.
It Is therefoare apparent that at the warmer temperatures
the rate of heat transfer is greater tl»in recuired to maizw
tain constant tempeiratiire and humidity conditions. A reduc
tion In this rate mny be achieved by maintaining the exhaust
air flow constant as the Incoming air is Increased* As the
temperature Increases still more It may be necessary to reduce
the exhaust air flow to the point of cc»apletely shutting this
section off and ventilating entirely with untempered air with
exhaust through windows or small exhaust outlets in the walls*
Thus the BSxiBum exhaust air flow through the exchanger need
i»ily be the awunt required for satisfactory full ventilation
at the estimated xero heat balance temperature for the
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partlcalar eonflltloiiB mid«r which th« 6f5rch«n«®r Is to operate.
This will BSterlally affeet the alse of exhaust fan and w>tor
required for the tmlt.
It has been obserTed and ealenlated to show that at low
outside teBiperatures It Is necessary to restrict the Tentlla-^
tlon rate In order to maintain a constant stable temperature.
This deficiency of ventilation air results in an Increased
relative humidity in the stable. Instead of decreasing the
exhaust air flow as the incoming sir through the system is
decreased part of It may be recirculated Into the stable.
This will result In greater heat transfer than if both airflows
were restricted not only due to the greater velocity of tl^
exhaust air but due to the expected Increased rate of conden
sation on the pipes cinder these conditions. Thus It nay be
possible to ventilate at low temperatures at a restricted rate
and still be able to maintain a satisfactory relative huBldlty.
The heat exchanger unit shown in Fig. 28 has been designed
to incorporate these modifications. The incoming air system
is to supply a raaxiraum of 24 c.f.s. and the ex^iaust 1? c.f.s.
against an estisiated total pressure head of 1.5 inch W,G. The
spftce has been reduced to maintain a velocity of flow
of about 1300 f.p.m. of the exhaust air.
Th« axlofloiw type of fan shown permits of utilising the
motor heat for warming the incosiing air and by adding the
heat to the extmust air as it enters the exchanger unit fur
ther assists in better heat transfer. Other types of fan and
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motor units might b© used by slight modification of the fen
enclosures.
The exhaust recirculating duct returns the exhaust air
at the ceiling adjacent to the siain incoming air discharge
duet. This will tend to further tesper the inccHalng air
before it strikes the anieals. The damper viay be enlarged to
that shown so that all the exhaust air may be recirculated if
desired.
As estimate of the expected rate of heat transfer may be
obtained from Fig, 24 since this unit is quite ccMapsreble in
operstlon to the experlnental eiodel. Consider the situation
when both sections of the exchanger have 1? c.f.s* flowing.
Area of pipes sq. ft.
Area annular space • - .70 ® .69 sq. ft.
Telocity of ineoiBliMt sir « s 128$ ft/nln.
Telocity of exhaust air s z 1300 ft/sin.
hi « 5.95 @1285 froB Fig. 24
ho » 5.75 ^00 froB Fig. 24
^ * .174 = .342
V S 2.92 BTa/{hr)(sq ft)(OF)
This actually compares to a U value of 2.70 in the exper
imental model under similar airflow rates. The velocity of
the exhaust air being much hig^r in the snodified design
aeeeunted for the increase in transfer rate.
Coaparing the situation where under low outside temperatures
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both Inecmlng and exhaust airs are restricted to that where
the exhnust air Is recirculated we flndt
Both restricted to 600 ft/mln -
hi s 3.3 from Fig. 24
ho s 3.3 from Pig. 24
® .302 ♦ •302 r *604
0 = 1,66 BTty/(hr)(sq ft)(®P)
Ineomli^ restricted to 600 ft/nin^ exhaust recirculated «
hi r 3.3
ho-» 5.75 ♦ lOJf (Increased condensation)
*T?:!? = '302 * .157 - .459
.V V S 2.18 B3'TT/(hr)(«c|
Thus an Increase in heat transfer of 32^ can be expected
under reclrculatlon of exhaust air operation at the above rates.
The value of this reclrculatlon however has llnlts. If
an equal amotmt of air Is exhausted to thflt brought In the
temperature of the exhaust air under reclrculatlon operntlon
will undoubtedly be higher than when both are under restricted
flow which means that the beat gain to the Incoming air at th*
increased rate nay be offset by discharging air at a higher
temperature. If less air is discharged a point will be reached
where the exfiltration air will increase due to the pressure
built up in the stable by the excess of incoming air. The rate
of condensation on the pipes and its effect on heat transfer will
no doubt determine the practical limitations.
-13>
VIII. COWTLtBIOBS
!• Thm total ha&t porodtietion of the dairy eo« Is con
stant vithln tba rangs of stable tavporatnres usually encoun
tered. The anxmnt of heat ^odoced is dependent on the sixe
the anl»al and the dry natter weight of the feed.
2. The aetual heat available for heating purposes Taries
froi! about So percent of the total at 40® P to 4? percent at
550 F. The balftnce Is utilized in vaporizing the water vapor
of respiration and water from the surface of the skin.
3. The dairy co* respires at the rate of about 100
cubic feet per hour at 4-0O f aitf about 400 cubic feet per hour
St 90® F. About 0.65 pounds of water vapor is produced per
hour at 40*^ F which Increases to about 1*73 pounds per hour at
65*^ F for a 1250 pound cow.
4* The removal froa the building of the water vapor pro
duced is the sain purpose of ventilation In anlnal shelters.
The problen in the operation is the removal of the water
without the loss of an excessive anK>unt of heat.
5. Hatursl draft ventilation systems operate quite
satisfactorily in cold weather but the rate must be restricted
or excessive heat Is drawn out of the building. However under
raild woather conditions when the temperature differential is
20 degrees or less the system functions very poorly azk! thus
mt the tiise when BBXlnaa ventilation is required a BinlnuM Is
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stipplled.
6. Meehanically operated regolar fan types of Tentlla-
tlon funetlon satlsfaetorily slnee a positlTe avomt of air
ean be supplied at any temperature. Eowerer, here also th0
only Mthod of conserring the stable heat is by restrletinc
the rate of flew.
7« There is apireeiable variation in ealoolating build
ing heat balances. The factors considered to contribute to
this rariability arei
a. Difficulty in estimating the actual infiltration
air quantities*
b. Insufficient factual knowl<>dg« on th« effect
of condensation on the rate of heat transfer through
wetted walls and windows to allow for this effeet in
the ealeulatioxm.
«• Heat reservoir efYeet of the building follovii^
wars sunny days and the ti»e lag in heat transfer through
the building materials,
8» A multiple tube forced air heat exchanger is a rery
effective method of reducing the ventilation heat loss in
dairy barns through Its ability to transfer otherwise wasted
heat energy froia the exhaust air to the incoming fresh air.
9. Insulation of the outside of the main duot with 2
Inches of fibre glass Insultntlon Increased the effective effi
ciency of the heat exchanger even though less heat was trans*
ferred to the incoming air. This is explained by the fact
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In the uninsulated state the exhaust air in the exchangecr unit
gains a certain amount of heat through the duet from the
stable air all of irhieh is not further transferred to the in-
eoBing air with the result that the exhaust air is discharged
fron the exchanger at a higher teapesnftture than is the ease
under comparable conditions i^n the duct is insulated.
10. The exhaust air should be removed from near the ceil
ing since this air has a greater specific huisidlty than air near
the floor, although the relatlYe hTjmldlty nay be leas« Thus a
naxinum amount of water msy be removed per unit voltune of air
with a lesser heat loss. The higher temperature of the air at
the celling is also more conducive to better heat transfer In
the exchanger.
11. The equations derived to represent the temperature
differentials and the heat transfer coefficients should be used
only as a roi^h estimate of what to expect even in a comparable
type of exchanger under similar conaitions. This Is suggested
due to the very appreciable effect of turbulence on the rate of
transfer.
12. The rate of heat transfer wea Increased by 31*5 per
cent over that calculated for smooth pipes In the Insulated
duct due to the effect of the Increased turbiilence in the system.
This occurred without condensation on the pipes. The Increase
in the uninsulated systent shows en estimated increase of 17
percent. The reason for this difference under similar air flow
rates is difficult to explain. It may be due to radiation
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etfeetn since the o&ln duct Is of bright alttminnm and the
pipes arc of peTvanlB^d sheet taetaT. Tt is also possible^
thf^ngh very improbable, that there was a leak in thp wain ^tiet
which the Insulation sealed off,
13• Condensation occurjlnf on the pipes produces an
Increase in the heat transfer. This Increase is dependent on
the rate of condensation which reached a mzimiim increase of
10 percent in the insulated duet when the rate of condensation
was at 0.79 3>onnd8 per e*f.s of air flow through the unit.
The uninsulated duet showed an increase of 11*5 percent at
0*56 pounds per c.f.s.
14. The foraation of froat on the pipes very materially
increased the rate of transfer. The addition of the heat of
fusion and the roughened pipe surface mere than offset any
insnlPtii^ effect by the frost on the pipes.
15. A value of .0266 is being proposed in lieu of .0202
in Brown end Wsreo's (5) fonmila for estimating the inside and
outside surface coefficients in a similar type of heat exchan
ger where galvanized sheet aatal pipes of 10 foot unit lei^h
are used and suspended in the main duct in a siailar Banner
and fea* the condition when no condensation is taking place.
This value nay be increased up to .03 or more when condensation
occurs up to the rate of .75 pounds per c.f.s. of air flow.
16. It is possible to naintaln an Inside stable tempera
ture of 56 degrees F at 70 percent relative humidity with
outside temperature at 10 degrees F and 60 percent relative
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humility Qsing th« h«8t Mcchanger In a staljlft with AC mlnm
s 25 BTTT/(hr){cow)(OF). It Is only posslMe to Balntaln th«
stable terapereture at *6 degrees T under slrallcr conditions
without thft exchanger.
17. It Is posalMe to conserye from 41 to 48,5 percent
of th« wntllfltlon heat loss by tho use of the heat exchanger.
18. Uzidttr stable conditions of 55 degrees F at 70 per-
e«it relative hualdlty reducing the building AC value from
25 to 15 peralts of full ventilation at 10-1/2 degrees lower
temperature using the heat exctsinger wherees without it the
teraperattEPe way only be redueed 5 degrees.
19. "fhe use of the heat e*ch«nger in a stable Maintained
at 55 degrees T and with building AC value = 25 will give equi
valent ventilation, temperature and humidity control to that
obtained in a stable of AC = 5 when ventilftted by some other
aeazis in which the ventilation air Is not tempered.
20. When the stable tCT*perRttire Is maintained at 50
degrees F at 75 percent relative humidity the hent erch^nger
In a stable of AC » 25 gives equivalent ventilation, humidity
and teaperatore control to that in a stable of AC - 8 when
ventilated by sone means in which the air Is untenpered.
21. Decreasing the stable tenperature 5 degrees and
allowing the relative hu»idlty to Increase 5 percent permits
of full ventilation at 11 degrees lower outside temperature.
22. The fans used were not the most desirable type for
this particular type of instnllatlon. Slnitle fans should be
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ttsed on both the Inlet end earhaust. It wonld be desirable
to nae an exloflov type with Integral water on the Incoming
air so that the heat of the xutor might be utilized In ear»-
ing the alr«
23. The heet exchanger unit nay be plaeed in the mow of
the bam If well Insnlsted, This will facilitate proper plac
ing of the unit In atablea that hawe litter carrier tracks
that rtm lengthways of the stable end are hung from the cell**
Ing,
24-, The exchanger should be designed so that the exhaust
air flow through tht> unit at the expectftd sverage mlnlmuw
outside temperature Is the raaxlnum through this section of
the exchanger. This will havw the practlcpl benefit of re
quiring an exhaust unit about one-half to two-thirds the size
of ineosii^ air vailt and still glva comparable heat exchange
to that of a larger unit at the loe temperatures. As the
temperature increased and a greater quantity of incoming air
WAS supplied the rate of heat exchange would not be as great,
but since at the higher teBpereture there Is not the need for
greater heat exohfinge It would give sufficient to maintain
the desired conditions.
25. The stable should be as airtight as posplble when
ventilating with an exchenger unit so th«t a maxlTtmra of the
ventilation air will pass through the wnlt especially at low
outside temperatures. Under very warm outside conditions in
well insulated structures the exhaust unit may be shut off and
exhaust air removed firom the stable through the windows or
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small wall oatlet8.
26. Inreatlgatlons should he carried otit to det^mlno
the net effect on heat tranafer of condensation and frost
foraatlon on walls and wii^oivs of aninal shelters.
27* The effect of the rate of condensation cm the ont-
side surface coefficient of the exchanser pipes should be
further Inrestigated at variable as well as constant air flew
rates.
28. A study should be mde as to the llnit of the anount
of Induced turbulence that can be applied In Increasing hoat
transfer copslstent with practical power consumption.
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CC. BXmABJ
A stody vas «ade of the imtrltlonal physiology of the
dairy cow to seinre as a fonetional basis for the darelopaent
of Tentllatlon systeias. It corered the effect on eertain
physiological fmictions of varying environaental conditions as
V
*ell as the effect of these funotione on the environmental
craiditlons.
The review of literature covers the theory and background
of ventilation. A discussion Is given on various types of
ventilation systems being used at the present time^ The theory
and principles of operation of the systems are outlined
together vith their practical application and limitations in
dairy bam veatilatim. The effect of ventilation heat loss
on the stable heet balance is given together vith aethods of
conserving this heat*
The forced convection maltitube heat exchanger is intro
duced as a means of conserving the ventilation heat loss by
utilising the warm exhaust air to heat up the cold incoming
air. The theory of hest transfer within the exchanger Is out
lined to emphasize the effect on the net exchange of heat
across the various laedli of air velocity and turbulence,
texQp6rat)]7e differential, condensation on the pipes and other
physical and sechanieal factors included in the principle of
operation of the unit*
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The design of a pertlculsr unit for ft 24 cow stable Is
shown. The unit was constructed Installed and operated for a
period of three aonths. The conditions of operation and
results show the practical application of this type of unit
in a Tentllatlon systein, Th® actual ^iffect of air turbulence,
rate of condensation and conservation of ventilation^ heat
loss are shown to be Important factors*
Suggested sodifieations to the experimental unit are dls*
CQSsed and a design for an iapreved type of unit Is presented*
-U2-
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XII. APPBHDIX
Tb« dfita TiB«a to derlTB the relationships in Fl«. 1 were
taken froB Rrlss' (21) and Mitchell and Hamilton's (26) stTjdles.
The 690, 58°, 520 and *3® ? lln««
anfl the 64® F from the foTTSPr reference. The 64® T line had
•an; aore points for Its derivation than the other line* and
aetnally ahowed a flatter slope. However It has been placed
among the others at thf same slope and the dotted lines added
to indicate what 1b believed a more exact relationship for the
lairger anlB«l8»
The data shown In Table I has been surmarlzed from the
orlplnal data sheets nsed duirlnf the experlaent. The colwm
designated "T?t. HgO Cond. Lbs" refers to the amount of conden
sate oceorlng on the exchanger pipes and collected froa the
«nlt fltirlng the period from the previous reading to the reading
in question. The first condensstlon readings in the Beniarks
refers to this condensation as it appears on the pipes
at the time - the abrevlatlons are explained In the footnote.
Heavy eondensation was Indicated when dropwlse condensation
oeevrred and a»ved along the bottoB of the pipes. The other
nention of eonaensatlon in the Benarks column refers to that on
the walls, windows and celling of the stable.
Apitot tube test as shown in Table II was run for each
danper position of the fans. The Banoaeter was read to the
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n«ar«8t allllmetor, corrected for slope and specific gravity
of th© flnid, and is shown as corrected velocity pressure in
inches W.O,
The fan calibration curves for the various dawper positions
Klv»n In yig. II are for incoming air at 50° F and exhaust air
at 55® Tm Th» qmntity and velocity at other temperatitpes is
given in Table III«
-148-
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Table II
Pltot Tube Tests
Air Type (Inlet, ^hanat^ Inlet Date _
Duet PlaMter 12 Inches D.B. Tenp,
^Tch 20
Pipe Dasper Posltltm !f6. 1
Vo. 2
Vo. B
WO
11
8p. Gravity of Bbnoaeter Fluid
Average Sq. Root of velocity pressure - hva s ^42% In W.O.
Average velocity of Plow -» Va s ft.per sec
Quantity of Air Flow • Q » A Va « _
Manometer Slope IQO from horlaontal
W. B, Temp. 4-g
_ Relative Hnnldlty 68<
Static Presaurel•g2"WG
.^222 I
21^ cu.ft. per sec
Ho. Manometer Vel
Pltot Position ocity Pressure
1
2
.949 R
.837 R
1.6
2.0
3 .707 R 2.2
4 .548 R 2.3
5 .316 R 2.2
6 .316 R 2.1
7 .548 R 1.7
8 .707 R 1.5
9 .837 R 1.4
10 .949 R 1.0
U
12
.949 R
.837 R
1.3
1.7
13 .707 R 1.9
14 .548 R 2.0
15 .316 R 2.0
16 .316 R 1.7
17 .548 R 1.6
18 .707 R 1.6
19 .837 R 1.0
20 .949 R .9
Corrected Vel
ocity Pres.-hv
8q« Root
Velocity
.172
.216
.237
•246
.237
•226
.183
.162
.151
.108
.140
.183
.205
•216
.216
.183
.172
.172
.108
.097
.415
.465
.486
.497
.486
.475
.428
.402
.388
.328
.428
.453
.465
.465
.428
.415
.415
.327
.312
200
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APPLICATION OF PRINCIPLKS OF HEAT EXCHANGES
IN DAIRY BARN VENTILATION
by C. G. E. Downing
Suggestions for Consideration in Further Investigations
1. RecircTilation of part or all of the exhaust air
through the stable under very cold outside temperatures or
other conditions when high humidities exist in the stable.
2. Study heat transfer rates under varying temperature
conditions with the volume or velocity of air flow constant.
In this experiment the volrune was usually varied as the tem
perature varied except within reasonably narrow limits.
This may show quite different surface coefficient values,
especially in the outside coefficient, even with a constant
rate of condensation occurring than calculated or estimated
from the formula or graphs presented in this study. Th«5
follows Professor Black's comments that temperature and/or
velocity may affect the actual condition of the condensing
surface.
3. Study heat transfer rates under varying velocity
conditions with temperature conditions, at inlet at least,
constant. This also if possible under a constant condensa
tion rate,
4-. Study heat transfer rates at varying condensation
rates under constant velocity and/or temperature conditions.
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5. The limit of the amount of induced turbulence that may
be given in the exchanger sections consistent with economical
power consumption and Installation costs.
6. Feasibility of short circuiting the incoming air
directly into the stable under warm outside conditions when
heat transfer is not required and the exhausting section has
been shut off. This should have the effect of requiring a
smaller incoming air fan and motor than if the incoming air
is directed through the exchanger under the warmer greater
volume of ventilation air conditions.
Comparison of rates of heat transfer using parallel"
flow and counter flow of the air through the exchanger.
8. Comparison of various size of exchanger units, i.e.
4 inch pipes as compared to equivalent cross-sectional area
of 3 inch or other size pipes.
